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Our study investigated the epistemic change processes of psychotherapists and attempted 

to identify the nature of the epistemic journey of this group. We conducted a retrospective study 

where therapists were asked to reflect on their current and past epistemic commitments as well as 

theoretical orientations and therapeutic styles. This method provided us with a unique set of data 

where we learned about the therapists’ personal constructions of their epistemic journeys and 

other professional change processes accompanying this journey.  

Findings suggested that when reflected on their current experiences and their initial 

experiences as blossoming practitioners, therapists perceived their commitment to constructivist 

epistemology as amplified, and their commitment to rationalist epistemology as reduced over 

their practice. The cohort effects failed to explain these changes or to differentiate therapists’ 

initial constructivist commitments. The obtained results also indicated that the perceived change 

in epistemic commitments predicted therapists’ theoretical and stylistic commitments.  

Our study facilitated our understanding of the developmental trajectory of therapists’ 

epistemic commitments as they perceive it and it provided empirical data with respect to how 

therapists construe the professional change processes that accompany their epistemic change. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Epistemic style refers to an individual’s prevailing set of assumptions regarding the way in 

which knowledge is acquired, organized, and developed and it can be summarized within the 

dichotomy of rationalist and constructivist epistemologies that has become common within the 

recent psychotherapy literatures (Mahoney, 1991).  

On the one hand, rationalist epistemologies assume that human beings are passive 

recipients of a reality external to themselves that is itself stable, universal, and potentially 

knowable. They value the validity of knowledge and knowledge is considered valid to the extent 

to which it matches external reality (Neimeyer, 1993). Rationalist epistemologies can include 

those identified as a Mechanistic Worldview (Pepper, 1942), social-deterministic worldview 

(Berzonsky, 1994), Objectivist Simple Worldview (Botella & Gallifa, 1995) or simply 

Rationalism (Royce, 1964).  

Constructivist epistemologies, on the other hand, assume that human beings actively 

construe their own reality and that this reality is dynamic and contextual (Lyddon, 1988; 

Mahoney & Lyddon, 1988). Individuals can only know reality indirectly and cannot be separated 

from the reality that they perceive. Constructivists seek viable knowledge that is internally 

consistent and consensually validated (Neimeyer, 1993). Constructivist epistemologies may 

include Organicism (Pepper, 1942), Constructivist Complex Worldview (Botella & Gallifa, 

1995), and Metaphorism (Royce, 1964).  

Previous research has linked epistemology to psychotherapy and to psychotherapists. 

Specifically, therapist’s epistemic style was related to therapists’ theoretical inclinations, 

therapeutic behavior, and personal characteristics (e.g. Johnson Germer, Efran, & Overton, 1988; 

Lyddon, 1989a; Lyddon & Adamson, 1992; Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987; Neimeyer & Aksoy, 
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2005; Neimeyer, Prichard, Lyddon, & Sherrard, 1993). However, the literature regarding the 

nature of the epistemic development and change in therapists or in any other groups is scarce. 

A brief overview of the topics, content, and framework of the published articles reveals 

that the field of psychology and particularly psychotherapy became increasingly constructivist 

over the course of the last 20 years (Mahoney, 1995a; 1995b). Such a change in the field’s 

understanding might be reflection of the infusion of a new generation of therapists who were 

steeping in post-modern epistemologies and psychotherapies. Yet the personal writings of some 

longstanding prominent psychotherapists also reflect this epistemic journey towards 

constructivism, suggesting that this development may also be the result of a shift within the 

current field of practitioners, in addition to the inclusion of a new generation of post-modern 

therapists. Psychotherapists such as Ellis (1993; 1995), Meichenbaum (1993), and Mahoney 

(1991; 2001) have repeatedly reported and described their epistemic journey where they have 

become increasingly constructivist in their epistemic commitment. Goldfried’s (2001a) work 

where he collected personal change narrations of 15 seasoned psychotherapists also reveals a 

similar journey where they pursued a path from relative certainty and simplicity to increasing 

complexity in their worldview.  

Nonetheless, research is scarce concerning epistemic shifts within the field and its 

practitioners. Although substantial anecdotal, conceptual, and case-based information is on hand, 

strikingly little empirical research is available that documents this shift in the field across time or 

traces these changes over time in relation to particular practitioners. As a result, not only is the 

field lacking empirical evidence of its putative epistemic shift, but it also remains unclear 

whether this shift is due to the infusion of new, post-modern therapists or significant 

developmental shifts among its current practitioners in the field. Thus; to explore any perceived 
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epistemic shifts in the field and examine the correlates of these shifts in relation to the years that 

therapists have entered to the field was the focus of the current research project. 

In our efforts to understand the nature of the epistemic change experienced by 

psychotherapists, another interesting inquiry would be the investigation of the factors that 

contributes to or accompany the epistemic change. Investigations of the personal reports of 

above-mentioned psychologists offer some insight into the subject. For instance, these authors 

comment on their change in theoretical orientation and therapeutic style that accompanied their 

epistemic journey (see Goldfried, 2001a; 2001b).  

Recent qualitative and quantitative studies focused on the career development of the 

psychotherapists that they defined as the organized systemic change of psychotherapists that 

involves succession over time (Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2003). These studies also revealed the 

sources influencing therapists’ organized change processes, i.e. their career development 

(Orlinsky et al., 1999; Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2003). Moreover, Jennings and Skovholt (1999; 

Skovholt & Jennings, 2004) collected further narrations from master therapists to explore their 

developmental processes. These studies collectively suggested that practitioners do develop, as 

documented in their successive changes in systemic ways across their professional lifetimes. 

Professional development included, but was not limited to, change in therapists’ theoretical 

adherence and therapeutic style. Yet whether or to what extent psychologists’ theoretical 

orientation and their professional activities were related to their epistemic journey remained 

unknown.  

The current study aimed to investigate the epistemic change processes of the 

psychotherapists as they perceive it. Specifically, we investigated (1) whether therapists 

perceived their epistemic commitments as being shifted as they become more experienced; (2) 
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whether these perceived epistemic trends could be explained through cohort effects; (3) whether 

therapists’ perceived epistemic change was associated with their self-reported theoretical 

orientations or therapeutic styles in coherent ways. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter provides a literature review that supports specific predictions regarding 

psychotherapists’ epistemic journeys and related professional change experiences. First, the 

review introduces and explains the notion of epistemic style, which is followed by the 

examination of the ways in which epistemic style is linked to psychotherapy-related attitudes and 

practices. Next, the literature on the change of the field of psychotherapy is explored. Within this 

section, the review first focuses on the epistemic journey of the field and of certain well-known 

psychotherapists and then it explores psychotherapists’ theoretical and stylistic change 

experiences and why such professional change experiences might align with therapists’ 

epistemic journey. The literature review ends with an outline of the study’s overarching 

questions and specific predictions. 

Epistemic Style 

Personal epistemology is one’s theory about knowing and knowledge. Epistemic style 

refers to an individual’s way of testing the validity of his or her knowledge. Pepper’s (1942) 

Root-Metaphor Theory and Royce’s (1964) Theory of Knowledge have been the most 

predominant ways of conceptualizing and studying the implications of epistemic style.  

Root-Metaphor Theory 

Pepper’s (1942) Root-Metaphor Theory is composed of four root metaphors that are basic 

analogies for the four distinct ways in which we see the world and organize experience. Pepper 

(1967) suggested that individuals engage in analyses of their root metaphors to make sense of the 

world and to solve problems. One’s root metaphor implies certain ways of dealing with events 

and generates possible solutions to existing problems. Categories of hypothesis that arise from 

such analysis of root metaphors are unrestricted by the field of inquiry, and such a hypothesis “is 
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responsible for the interpretation of any item of criticism proffered” (Pepper, 1967, p. 3). In other 

words, one’s dominant root metaphor provides an intuitive sense of reality.  

The first metaphor, form (or similarity), focuses on similarities among entities and it 

reflects the formistic way of seeing the world and organizing experience. Formism perceives 

reality within the set of predetermined universal forms and types. An object’s essence can be 

discovered via understanding its similarity to other objects through categorical analysis of 

objects. Similarly, formistic individuals would make sense of an experience through 

understanding its similarity to and differences from other experiences. In psychology, formistic 

thinking underlies trait models of personality and psychiatric diagnostic practices (Lyddon, 

1989b). 

The second metaphor, machine, focuses on similarity between machines and world and it 

reflects mechanistic way of seeing the world and organizing experience. Mechanism assumes a 

machine-like deterministic universe in which observable effects are caused by natural factors, 

and it focuses on this linear cause-effect relationship to understand the world and experiences. In 

psychology, mechanistic thinking underlies behaviorism, rationalist cognitive therapies and 

certain aspects of Freudian theory (Lyddon, 1989b). 

The third metaphor, context, focuses on historic events and it reflects a contextualistic way 

of seeing the world and organizing experience. Contextualism assumes that meaning is 

embedded in the context and hence, context would determine the ways in which events would be 

experienced. Like historic events make sense only when they are considered in their context, an 

experience can be understood only in its context. While formism and mechanism focus on 

analysis of parts, contextualism tends to focus on synthesis of wholes. In psychology, 
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contextualistic thinking underlies Bandura’s revised social-learning perspective, Rice and 

Greenberg’s change process research program and existential theories (Lyddon, 1989b).  

The fourth metaphor, organ, focuses on integration of experiences of living organisms and 

it reflects organismic way of seeing the world and organizing experience. Organicism assumes 

that reality is dialectically-constructed and that it evolves over time with increasing 

differentiation and integration. In contrast to contextualism, organicism suggests universal and/or 

teleological principles govern the functioning of the phenomena and it strives to understand these 

principles (Lyddon, 1989b). Organic worldview seeks to understand integrative associations 

among the various aspects of a phenomenon. In psychology, organicist thinking underlies 

developmental, humanistic, and transpersonal movements as well as systems thinking and self-

organizational processes (Lyddon, 1989b).  

Pepper (1942) suggested that contextualistic and organismic worldviews were very similar 

to one another in nature while mechanistic worldview could be considered an opposing 

worldview. While contextualism and organicism have been associated with the worldview of the 

postmodern era, mechanism has represented the dominant worldview of the modern era. Pepper 

(1942) claimed that each root metaphor and related worldview provides a different lens to 

interpret the reality and he encouraged individuals to be able to employ a number of lenses to 

understand a given phenomenon. 

Different measures have been constructed to assess individual’s worldviews as Pepper 

defined them. The Organicism-Mechanism Paradigm Inventory (Germer, Efran, & Overton, 

1982; OMPI) has been designed and employed to assess organismic and mechanistic worldviews 

of the individuals. Pepper’s four world hypotheses can also be measured through Kramer’s 

Worldview Beliefs Measure (Kramer, Kahlbaugh, & Goldston, 1992). 
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Researchers such as Berzonsky (1994) and Botella and Gallifa (1995) further studied 

Pepper’s (1942) root metaphors and consolidated our knowledge of personal worldviews. Their 

studies introduced more condensed categorizations of epistemic style following Pepper’s four 

root metaphors and worldviews. In general, these studies reflected the dichotomous nature of 

contextualism and organicism versus formism and mechanism.  

Berzonsky (1994) conceptualized three core epistemological assumptions that were named 

as formistic, social-deterministic, and constructivist worldviews. Formistic worldview is parallel 

to Pepper’s formistic view and social-deterministic worldview is congruent with Pepper’s 

mechanistic view. Constructivist worldview embodies Pepper’s contextualist and organismic 

views. Berzonsky’s (1994) Constructivist Assumption Scale (CAS) measures the degree to 

which one endorses constructivist epistemological assumptions as opposed to formistic and 

social-deterministic worldviews.  

As a part of a comprehensive study, Botella and Gallifa (1995) employed Berzonsky’s 

CAS as well as Germer et al.’s (1982) OMPI among other measures in a factor-analytic study 

and revealed two main and opposing views underlying the above-mentioned worldviews and 

epistemic assumptions: Constructivist Complex Worldview and Objectivist Simple Worldview. 

The Constructivist Complex Worldview was related to the Pepper’s organismic worldview that 

characterized the world as a living organism and to Berzonsky’s constructivist epistemic 

assumptions that emphasized human beings’ active construction of their own reality. Participants 

operating from this worldview rejected formism and mechanism and rather they “construe 

knowledge in a multidimensional way” (Botella & Gallifa, 1995, p. 15).  

Theory of Knowledge 

Royce’s “Theory of Knowledge” (Royce, 1964; Royce & Powell, 1983) is another well-

known and valuable conceptualization of personal epistemologies. Royce (1964) identified three 
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fundamental ways of knowing, namely empiricism, rationalism, and metaphorism. Royce 

derived these epistemologies from the dominant cognitive process that can be employed by 

individuals. According to Royce (1964), people utilize perceptual, conceptual, and symbolic 

processes during their daily pursuits and one of these three cognitive processes would be 

dominantly employed over the others. This dominantly used cognitive process would indicate the 

individuals’ dominant way of knowing the world.  

Empiricism reflects dominant use of perceptual cognitive processes. Empiricists seek out 

sensory experience. They engage in induction and test reality in terms of reliability and validity 

of their perceptions and sensory experiences. Rationalism reflects dominant use of conceptual 

cognitive processes. Rationalists seek out rational analyses of ideas. They engage in deduction 

and test reality by its logical consistency. Metaphorism reflects dominant use of symbolic 

cognitive processes. Metaphorists emphasize the symbolizing nature of events arguing that 

knowledge is constructed symbolically. Hence, they seek viability of knowledge rather than its 

validity and they engage in information analysis through making use of analogies (Royce, 1964; 

Royce & Mos, 1980; Royce & Powell, 1983). Empiricism and rationalism reflect the epistemic 

style of the modern era, while metaphorism reflects the epistemic framework of the postmodern 

era.  

Individuals’ commitment to Royce’s (1964) three epistemologies can be measured by 

Psycho-Epistemological Profile (Royce & Mos, 1980; PEP). PEP has been frequently employed 

in investigating the ways in which epistemic style related to the theory and practice of 

psychology. 
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Epistemic Style and Psychotherapy  

Various studies demonstrated that epistemic style is related to theories, practice and 

practitioners of psychotherapy. Understanding the relationship between epistemology and 

psychotherapy provides the groundwork of the present study. This section illustrates the ways in 

which epistemic style is linked to these psychotherapy variables.  

Studying epistemic commitments has enhanced our understanding of psychotherapy 

practice and practitioners. The psychotherapy variables that relate to epistemic style can be 

studied under four categories: Theories of psychotherapy (Lyddon, 1989b; 1991), preferences for 

psychotherapy (Lyddon, 1989a; Neimeyer et al., 1993; Neimeyer & Morton, 1997; Schacht & 

Black, 1985), practices of psychotherapy (Lyddon, 1988; Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987; Mahoney & 

Lyddon, 1988; Neimeyer & Saferstein, 2006, and personal characteristics of psychotherapists 

(Neimeyer & Aksoy, 2005).  

Epistemic Style and Theories of Psychotherapy 

Theories of psychotherapy reflect a certain way of understanding the world and they can be 

conceptually tied to epistemic worldviews that had been identified in the literature. Lyddon 

(1989b, 1991) identified epistemological framework of the various therapy approaches 

suggesting that psychotherapy theories were related to the epistemologies in systematic ways. 

Lyddon employed both Pepper’s (1946) Root-Metaphor Theory and Royce’s (1964; Royce & 

Powell, 1983) Theory of Knowledge to identify these relationships.  

Lyddon (1989b) suggested that trait models of personality and psychiatric diagnostic 

practices were supported by formistic worldviews because they both utilized the matters’ 

similarity to establish their reality. Both trait taxonomies and psychiatric diagnostic systems 

classify traits or disorders based on the presence and absence of certain characteristics or 
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symptoms. They ignore temporal and contextual factors and assume stability of the nature of 

their subject matter as well as of their similarities to others.   

Behavioral, rationalist cognitive and psychodynamic approaches to psychotherapy have 

been linked to Pepper’s mechanistic worldview because they assumed a machine-like 

deterministic view of human psyche. Behavioral approach assumes that behaviors of human 

beings are determined by antecedent conditions and they objectively study these behaviors to 

understand human psychology. Rationalist cognitive therapies suggest that human emotions are 

determined by antecedent beliefs and thoughts and they focus on such linear relationships 

between thoughts and feelings to understand human psychology. Psychodynamic therapies 

regard mind in mechanistic terms and they focus on the linear interactions among psychological 

forces to understand human mental processes (Grof, 1985, as cited in Lyddon, 1989b). All of 

these three approaches to psychotherapy analyze parts of human psychology and assume that an 

observer, a psychologist, can objectively identify these causal linear interactions among aspects 

of human experiences and processes. 

Bandura’s revised social-learning theory, Rice and Greenberg’s change processes and 

existential theories have been identified as reflecting the contextualist worldview since these 

theories seek to understand human experience in its context and focus on the synthesis of wholes 

rather than analysis of parts. Bandura’s social learning theory highlights the importance of 

context in learning. Rice and Greenberg focus on context of client-therapist interaction to 

understand and facilitate clients’ change processes. Existential theories study human experience 

through individuals’ “being-in-the-world” where they act on the world as the world acts on them.  

Developmental theories, humanistic and transpersonal movements, and systems thinking 

were linked to the organicist worldview. They all focus on universal principles that govern the 
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functioning of human psychology, namely the processes of self-evolution, self-actualization, 

self-transcendence, and self-organization. They define these processes as organs: They evolve 

over time with increasing differentiation and integration and they study these dialectically 

constructed processes to understand our psychological functioning.   

Royce’s theory of knowledge (Royce, 1964) was also associated with the psychotherapy 

theories. Royce’s (1964; Royce & Powell, 1983) empirical, rational, and metaphorical epistemic 

styles were associated with behavioral, rationalist and constructivist approaches respectively. 

Lyddon (1989a) suggested that behavioral approaches to psychotherapy were founded on 

empiricism considering behaviorist therapists’ emphasis on sensory experiences. Behaviorists 

assume that the true nature of the human psychology can be understood from our objective 

observations of human beings and they engage in induction to reach the truth. Rationalist 

cognitive psychotherapies were tied to rational epistemic styles evident in rationalist therapists’ 

emphasis on conceptual cognitive abilities (Lyddon, 1991). Rationalist therapists tend to analyze 

their clients’ logical consistency, challenge their clients’ irrational thinking and invite their 

clients to a reality that is defined by logical consistency. Constructivist psychotherapies were 

associated with metaphorical epistemic style considering that constructivist therapists tend to 

construct client experiences symbolically. Constructivist psychologists try to understand their 

clients’ experiences through making use of analogies and they explore and facilitate clients’ 

developmental processes (Lyddon, 1991). 

After arguing the ways in which psychotherapy theories are systematically tied to 

epistemic styles, it remains important to understand the implications of these ties on our attitudes 

and experiences of psychotherapy. Given that theories on which psychotherapies are built are 

tied to certain epistemologies, would individuals’ epistemic style guide them to seek a form of 
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psychotherapy that shares similar assumptions? Next, we will investigate the literature 

supporting this link between individuals’ epistemic style and psychotherapy preferences.  

Epistemic Style and Preferences for Psychotherapy 

Following the idea that psychotherapy theories are systematically related to certain 

epistemic viewpoints, researchers explored the impact of epistemic style on preferences of 

psychotherapy approach. The results suggested that individuals’ epistemic framework play at 

least a moderate role in guiding their psychotherapy preferences (Lyddon, 1989a; Neimeyer et 

al., 1993; Neimeyer & Morton, 1997; Schacht & Black, 1985).   

Lyddon (1989a) measured epistemic styles of potential clients and asked them to evaluate 

audiotaped presentations of behavioral, rationalist, and constructivist approaches to 

psychotherapy. Results suggested that participants with empirical, rational, and metaphorical 

epistemic styles preferred behaviorist, rationalist, and constructivist therapy approaches 

respectively. Lyddon and Adamson (1992) extended the findings of Lyddon (1989a) to Pepper’s 

root-metaphor theory. Participants with an organismic worldview indicated preference for the 

constructivist approach, while participants with a mechanistic worldview preferred the 

behavioral approach. Overall, lay people reported preference for the therapy approaches that 

were congruent with their own epistemological framework suggesting that individuals’ dominant 

epistemological commitments had an impact on their therapy preferences.  

These findings were extended for counselor trainees and mental health practitioners 

(Arthur, 2000; Neimeyer et al., 1993; Neimeyer & Morton, 1997; Schacht & Black, 1985). 

Despite the differences among various studies, the overall findings confirmed a moderate 

relationship between epistemological commitments and psychotherapy preferences for therapists. 

Organismic worldview and metaphorical epistemic style predicted a preference for constructivist 

therapies. The empirical epistemic style was linked to a preference for a behavioral approach. 
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Rationalistic epistemic style was linked to the preference for rationalist therapies (Neimeyer et 

al., 1993; Neimeyer & Morton, 1997). Psychoanalysts tended towards organicism and 

metaphorical orientation, whereas cognitive-behavioral therapists tended towards mechanism 

and empiricism in their dominant worldviews (Arthur, 2000; Schacht & Black, 1985). 

Taken together, empirical evidence strengthened the link between epistemic style and 

preference for different psychotherapeutic approaches for future clients, future therapists and 

seasoned practitioners. 

Epistemic Style and Practices of Psychotherapy 

Epistemic commitments underlie theories of psychotherapy and at least moderately 

account for therapists’ psychotherapy preferences. Epistemology was also linked to 

psychotherapy practices. The mindset underlying psychotherapy practices was studied to 

understand the practical differences among different forms of therapy, especially among different 

forms of cognitive therapies (Lyddon, 1988; Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987; Mahoney & Lyddon, 

1988). 

Cognitive therapy is an umbrella term covering a variety of approaches to psychotherapy. 

Lyddon (1988) and Mahoney (1991) suggested that we could differentiate cognitive therapies 

from one another through studying the epistemic assumptions underlying these approaches. A 

continuum of epistemic worldviews have been employed in this purpose where cognitive 

approaches fall along the continuum of rationalism and constructivism (DiGiuseppe & Linscott, 

1993). Differences between rationalist and constructivist epistemologies in their understanding 

of reality and knowledge reflect upon the ways in which cognitive therapies are conceptualized 

and conducted. Hence, understanding how epistemologies underlying cognitive therapies impact 

psychotherapy practices help differentiating different cognitive approaches to therapy.   
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Rationalist epistemologies reflect belief in a-priori truths and in a singular, universal, and 

historical reality (Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987). This reality can be passively and objectively 

perceived through thought processes (Mahoney, Lyddon, & Alford, 1989). Modern cognitive 

therapies show commitment to rational theories of knowledge and assume reasoning and logical-

analytic processes are fundamental means of validating knowledge (Lyddon, 1988; Mahoney & 

Gabriel, 1987; Mahoney & Lyddon, 1988). Modern cognitive therapies such as Ellis’ Rational 

Emotive Therapy (RET) seek to replace clients’ irrational thoughts with rational ones to set them 

free from their negative experiences (DiGiuseppe & Linscott, 1993; Lyddon, 1990).  

Constructivist epistemologies challenge the basic assumptions of rationalistic 

epistemologies suggesting that knowing is a much more complex process than rationalist 

epistemology sustained (Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987). Constructivist epistemologies assume that 

individuals actively construct their realities and hence, reality is multiple, contextual, historical, 

and paradigmatic. Postmodern cognitive therapies show commitment to constructivist 

epistemology (Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987). Constructivist cognitive therapies such as Kelly’s 

Personal Construct Therapy (Neimeyer, 1995) seek viability of knowledge over validity and they 

explore the ways in which clients’ organizations of personal knowing systems (Lyddon, 1988; 

Neimeyer, 1993). 

The ways in which epistemology reflected on practice and differentiated rationalist and 

constructivist therapies were identified conceptually and sustained empirically. Conceptually, 

rationalist and constructivist therapies were differentiated in numerous aspects, such as 

therapists’ thinking style, focus and direction of therapy, conceptualization of therapeutic 

concepts such as therapeutic relationship, client problems, resistance, emotional distress, relapse 

and regression (Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987) and level of intervention (Lyddon, 1990).  
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First, rationalist and constructivist therapies were differentiated in therapists’ thinking 

style. Rationalist cognitive therapies tend to utilize a basic thinking style and to follow a simple 

format with clear-cut methods, while constructivist cognitive therapies tend to have a 

complicated thinking style and to follow a complex format with unclear methods (Mahoney & 

Gabriel, 1987).  

Second, rationalist and constructivist therapies were differentiated in therapy focus. 

Rationalist cognitive therapies tend to focus on the clients’ present problem as it roots from 

clients’ irrational thoughts. Constructivist cognitive therapies, on the other hand, tend to shift the 

focus from presenting problems to clients’ way of processing life within their given history 

(Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987; Mahoney et al., 1989).  

Third, rationalist and constructivist therapies were differentiated in the direction of the 

therapy. Rationalist cognitive therapies tend to follow a set specific client goals determined at the 

very beginning of the therapy, while constructivist cognitive therapies refrain from following a 

pre-determined route and conceptualize therapy as a journey without a set itinerary (Mahoney & 

Gabriel, 1987).  

Fourth, rationalist and constructivist therapies were differentiated in the kind of the client-

therapist relationship that they value and seek. Rationalist therapies tend to value objective 

relationships where therapists maintain an analytical stance, while constructivist therapies tend to 

seek personal and emotionally intense relationships between therapists and clients (Mahoney & 

Gabriel, 1987). 

Fifth, rationalist and constructivist therapies were differentiated in their conceptualization 

of certain therapeutic concepts. Rationalist cognitive therapies tend to conceptualize client 

problems as cognitive dysfunctions, view negative emotions as a problematic outcome of such 
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thought errors and perceive client resistance, relapse and regression as indicators of client failure 

in maintenance and generalization of therapy outcomes. Constructivist therapies, on the other 

hand, tend to define client problems as indicators of the discrepancies between external 

challenges and internal capacities, view negative emotions as an indicator of clients’ current 

functioning, perceive client resistance, relapse and regression as indicators of clients’ self-

preservation efforts (Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987; Mahoney & Lyddon, 1988). Frankel and Levitt 

(2006) recently detailed the postmodern strategies for working with resistance, demonstrating the 

similarities across the rich ways that constructivist therapies conceptualize and work with client 

resistance.  

Sixth, rationalist and constructivist therapies were differentiated in their conceptualization 

of change. Rationalist approaches to therapy tend to seek first-order change that is defined as 

surface-level change achieved without disturbing the existing systems. Therapies with 

constructivist commitments, on the other hand, tend to facilitate change entailing fundamental 

restructuring of the existing systems that is recognized as second-order change (Lyddon, 1990). 

Empirical studies supported that rationalist and constructivist cognitive therapies differed 

in direction of the therapy, relationship with client, conceptualization of clients’ emotional 

distress, relapse, and regression and approaching such client variables in the context of therapy 

(Nagae & Nedate, 2001; Vasco, 1994; Viney, 1994; Winter & Watson, 1999).  

The empirical evidence supporting the link between epistemology and practice were 

mainly in-depth studies of therapy transcripts (Nagae & Nedate, 2001; Vasco, 1994; Viney, 

1994; Winter & Watson, 1999) with a recent addition of a self-report study of psychotherapists 

(Neimeyer & Saferstein, 2006). These studies supported the assumptions that rationalist and 

constructivist cognitive therapies differed in direction of the therapy, relationship with client, 
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conceptualization of clients’ emotional distress, relapse and regression, and approaching such 

client variables in the context of therapy.   

Vasco (1994) observed therapy sessions of Portuguese therapists with constructivist 

commitments. The results of his study suggested that therapists conducting constructivist 

therapies tended to reject therapeutic structure and directive helping styles yet they were 

technically eclectic compared to rationalistic cognitive therapists. Constructivist commitment 

was negatively associated with therapists’ focus on clients’ problems.  

Viney (1994) sampled and content analyzed therapy transcripts of five therapists with five 

different orientations including personal construct, client centered, and rational emotive 

therapies. Therapist conducting constructivist cognitive therapy, i.e. personal construct therapy 

acknowledged the negative emotions of their clients more compared to therapists conducting 

rationalist cognitive therapy, i.e. rational-emotive therapy.  

Winter and Watson (1999) studied the therapy session transcripts of the two therapists, one 

adhered to personal construct therapy that is identified as a constructivist cognitive therapy, and 

the other adhered to rationalist cognitive therapy. Their in-depth analyses revealed that 

constructivist therapist was more empathic of clients, more communicative of unconditional 

positive regard towards the client and more engaging in complex levels of processing during 

therapy. Rationalist therapist, on the other hand, was more directive in therapy. Moreover, in 

dealing with client’s failure to complete a given assignment, rationalist therapists were more 

likely to encourage clients to go through with it, while constructivist therapists strived to 

understand the dynamics of client’s resistance. 

Nagae and Nedate (2001) extended these results to Japanese therapists. Therapists engaged 

in rationalist cognitive therapies were more likely to engage in psycho-educational instruction, 
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while therapists conducting constructivist cognitive therapies were more successful in 

establishing rapport with their clients (Nagae & Nedate, 2001). 

Studies of Vasco (1994), Viney (1994), Winter and Watson (1999), and Nagae and Nedate 

(2001) inferred the impact of epistemology on practice through investigating practice of 

therapists conducting constructivist or rationalist cognitive therapies. Neimeyer and Saferstein 

(2007), on the other hand, conducted a self-report study that measured psychotherapists’ 

epistemic commitments. This methodology provided the authors with an opportunity to study the 

relationship between epistemology and practice independent of the name of the conducted 

therapy.  

Neimeyer and Saferstein (2007) focused on therapists’ emphasis on therapy style and 

working alliance. Their results were consistent with the assumptions of Mahoney and Gabriel 

(1987) and the findings of the preceding studies. Therapists with higher levels of constructivist 

epistemology were more likely to pursue closeness, broad focus, engagement, and spontaneity in 

therapy. Commitment to constructivist epistemology was also positively associated with 

therapists’ emphasis on the personal bond in the therapeutic relationship. Overall, their results 

supported the assumptions that commitment to constructivist epistemology may influence the 

ways in which therapy is conducted and therapeutic relationship is built and maintained.  

Altogether, these conceptual and empirical studies suggested that epistemologies influence 

how therapists construct therapy variables, how they conduct therapy, how they relate to their 

clients and what kind of results they pursue. Next, we clarify the ways in which epistemology 

relates to personal characteristics of psychotherapists. 

Epistemic Style and Characteristics of Psychotherapists 

Mahoney (1995c) had suggested that basic tenets of constructivist therapies may reinforce 

therapists to value and pursue self-awareness, to be more attuned to personal feelings, to be more 
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tolerant of ambiguous circumstances, to be more socially tolerant of diversity and to be more 

open to new experiences.  

Constructivist worldview assumed that individuals’ understandings are limited by their 

perceptions, emotions are primitive knowing systems, the direction and outcome of therapy 

gradually emerge from the context and individuals’ experiences are informed by the social, 

historical and cultural contexts. Hence, therapists holding these assumptions were expected to 

seek self-awareness to understand the ways in which their constructs shape their perceptions. 

Therapists with constructivist commitment would attend to emotions to learn from them. The 

complex way that they construe therapy and clients’ reality would ask for tolerating ambiguity as 

well as social differences and being open to experience and learning (Mahoney, 1995c; 

Neimeyer & Aksoy, 2005).  

Rationalist approaches, on the other hand, present as largely complementary views and the 

differences between the two epistemic commitments reflect upon the conceptualization and 

practice of psychotherapy (Lyddon, 1988; Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987; Mahoney & Lyddon, 

1988). Rationalist therapists tend to operate assuming that they are objective observers of the 

stable and single reality and they can correct their clients’ faulty cognitions of reality and hence 

their clients’ negative emotions through change processes that are presumed to be uniform and 

universal. The processes and direction involved in rationalist therapy would be clear and 

straightforward. Hence, therapists with rationalist commitments were expected to have lower 

levels of self-awareness, personal attending to emotions, ambiguity tolerance, social tolerance 

and openness to experience given that these characteristics would not be necessitated by their 

epistemic commitment. 
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Moreover, the literature on the association between epistemology and personality provides 

additional support for the above-mentioned conceptualizations. For instance, social tolerance and 

openness to experience were found to be positively related to organismic worldview and 

negatively related to the mechanistic worldview (Babbage & Ronan, 2000; Johnson et al., 1988) 

supporting the expectation that therapists with constructivist standpoints would be more likely to 

have higher levels of social tolerance and openness. Organismically-oriented individuals were 

more likely to be empathic (Johnson et al., 1988) and cognitively flexible (Botella & Gallifa, 

1995) supporting the proposition that therapists with constructivist standpoints would be more 

likely to have higher levels attendance to emotions and ambiguity tolerance that increase the 

ability to deal with complexity (Beitel, Ferrer, & Cecero, 2004).   

Neimeyer and Aksoy (2005) provided empirical evidence supporting the theoretical 

conceptualization of Mahoney (1995c) and others (Lyddon, 1988; Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987; 

Mahoney & Lyddon, 1988). Their findings suggested that commitment to constructivist 

epistemology predicted higher levels of pursuit of self-awareness, attending to emotions, 

ambiguity tolerance, social tolerance for individual diversity and openness to experience, 

whereas commitment to rationalist epistemology predicted lower levels of these characteristics. 

The developing literature on epistemology confirms that therapists’ epistemic standpoint relates 

to their personal characteristics. 

Overall, the literature suggests that epistemology has been conceptually and empirically 

related to the theories of psychotherapy, to therapy preferences of prospective clients and 

prospective and practicing psychotherapists, to the forms of intervention and to the personal 

qualities of psychotherapists. 
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Epistemic Change 

Epistemic change experiences of the field of psychotherapy can be studied by examining 

the general directions the field has undertaken as well as by studying specific examples of 

psychotherapists who had experienced an epistemic shift. This section highlights the literature 

that indicated how the field of psychotherapy is changing with respect to its epistemic 

commitment in general and it provides specific examples from seasoned psychotherapists where 

these experts convey their own epistemic journey that parallels the journey of the field.  

Epistemic Change of the Field 

The world of psychotherapy has faced multiple changes such as increase in the number of 

distinguishable psychotherapies, increase in integration and collaboration and expanse of 

information (Mahoney, 1995a). Farber and his colleagues (2005) also noted the dramatic change 

the field of psychotherapy endured over the past three or four decades, suggesting that 

“psychotherapy now tends to be short-term, problem-focused, cognitively oriented and 

psychopharmacologically influenced” (p. 1018). Ellis (1992b) noted the change as well in his 

writings: “When I started RET in 1955, psychologists were mainly split into conflicting 

psychotherapy camps, most of which violently fought each other. Those who followed the 

theories and practices of Freud, Jung, Adler, Rogers, Perls, and Skinner were dogmatically tied 

to their own schools and only rare eclectics, such as Frederick Thorne, were multimodal and 

integrated.” (p. 9).  

The field was increasingly interested in the integration of diverse forms of psychotherapy. 

Cognitive and constructivist therapies assumed an active role in psychotherapy integration 

movement providing a rich avenue for integration (Mahoney, 1995b). Cognitive therapies 

mushroomed to more than 20 different types in a period of 40 years and through its development 

and growth, cognitive therapies encouraged productive exchanges with behavioral, humanistic, 
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and psychodynamic traditions (Mahoney, 1995b). Cognitive therapies have been found to be the 

most frequent theoretical contributor to integrative practice at least among clinical psychologists 

(Norcross, Karpiak, & Lister, 2005). 

Mahoney (1995b) pointed out to the dialectical interaction between the field and its 

practitioners and he suggested that such changes in the field impact the way psychotherapists’ 

practice. That, in return, further facilitate the conceptual developments within the cognitive 

psychotherapies, and hence, within the field. One of the major conceptual developments was 

recognized as the differentiation of rationalist and constructivist approaches to cognition 

(Mahoney, 1995b).  

Development of constructivism or constructive metatheory has been recognized as a 

revolution within the cognitive revolution (Mahoney, 1995a; 1995b). Constructivist metatheory 

has developed rapidly; it continues to expand and today it is international in scope (Mahoney, 

1995b). The field experiences a shift towards increasingly embracing constructivist metatheory 

and epistemologies. Moreover, practitioners expect the field to change further in this direction. 

According to the Delhi Poll that Norcross and his colleagues conducted at 2002, 62 experts 

“predicted growth of culturally sensitive and multicultural therapies which rely more on 

constructivist principles and cultural values that seek to protect the experiences of minority 

groups from being dominated by the worldviews of powerful groups that dominate the discourse 

of mental health.” (Norcross, Hedges, & Prochaska, 2002, p. 321). 

And this ongoing shift is further evident in and could be the partially attributed to the 

individual work of prominent cognitive psychologists (Mahoney, 1995b).  
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Personal Examples of Epistemic Change 

Albert Ellis 

Albert Ellis (1990; 1995), the founder of rational emotive behavior therapy (REBT) clearly 

projects a personal and professional pathway where his theory and practice moved to become 

more constructivist and humanistic in nature. Ellis (1995) distinguished between general RET 

and preferential REBT where the former stands for general cognitive-behavioral therapy and the 

latter stands for what Ellis has practiced for past 15 years. Ellis clarified that both his practice 

and the empirical work of the fellow psychologists such as Beck and Meichenbaum made an 

impact on his conceptualization of REBT and pushed him in more constructivist directions. Ellis 

(1990; 1993) strongly suggested that not only the theory of REBT, but also the practice of REBT 

is constructivist.  

Ellis has used various publications to draw attention to the fact that the term rational had 

been misunderstood by the field. He suggested that in REBT, rational referred to effective 

cognitions rather than empirically and logically valid cognition (Ellis, 1999). Ellis (1999) 

emphasized that “What is deemed rational by one person, group, or community can easily be 

considered irrational by others” (p. 154) suggesting his commitment to constructivist metatheory. 

Ellis (1992a) even claimed that his therapy “is probably the most constructivist of all cognitive 

behavioral therapies” (p. 122). 

Donald Meichenbaum 

Donald Meichenbaum has been considered among the fathers of cognitive therapy and he 

is among the leaders of cognitive revolution. Meichenbaum (1990; 1993) advocated for 

constructivist perspective encouraging fellow practitioners to help their clients in their 

identifying the ways in which they construe reality and then affected by their constructions and 

in developing coherent and adaptive narrations that would enable change and growth. 
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Meichenbaum’s analysis of the past and future of cognitive behavior modification shed 

further light onto the epistemic change cognitive-behavior practitioners had experienced. 

Meichenbaum (1993) noted that psychotherapists adhered to cognitive-behaviorist theory has 

been going through a change process where the way they conceptualize the role of cognition in 

behavior change has shifted. He utilized three guiding metaphors, namely, conditioning, 

information processing and constructive narratives to illuminate the shift experienced by 

cognitive-behaviorists practitioners including himself.  

At first, client cognitions were viewed as conditioned responses, covert behaviors that 

control overt behavior and hence, treatment focused on deconditioning and reconditioning. 

Subsequently, human mind was equated to computers where the individuals were the architects 

of their experiences through the way they collected and processed data and treatment focused on 

helping clients to learn the way their mind process and the ways of interrupting cognitive-

behavioral-affective chains. Meichenbaum (1993) suggested that the idea that clients are 

architects of their mind led to the use of constructivist metaphor where cognitions are believed to 

be active constructions of individuals. He identified that cognitive-behaviorist practitioners are 

increasingly committed to constructivist worldview where therapists function “as a co-

constructivist helping clients to alter their stories” (p. 24). 

Meichenbaum (1993) expected the change to continue for cognitive-behaviorist 

practitioners. He suggested that not only himself but also the “…field of CBM has come a long 

way since its inception. The story continues to unfold and to change as new metaphors are 

adopted and new narratives constructed.” (Meichenbaum, 1993, p. 204). 

Michael J. Mahoney  

Mahoney (1991) is also among the prominent psychologists who had taken a journey 

headed towards constructivism even tough he started his practice as a committed behaviorist. 
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Mahoney (2001) described his intellectual and emotional journey as a therapist where he 

identified his starting point as a behaviorist psychologist. Mahoney noted that as he faced the 

limitations of this approach in dealing with the complexity introduced by his clients and as he 

was involved in the quest of human change processes, he was immersed in the function of 

cognitions and he eventually participated in the cognitive revolution and identified himself as a 

cognitivist. His involvement in the depth of human cognition, his personal therapy as a client and 

his interactions with his colleagues and with different cultures opened up novel ways of thinking 

and practicing and Mahoney (2001) had developed an increasing interest in constructivism and 

has contributed to our understanding of constructivist metatheory through his intensive work as a 

researcher, practitioner, and editor.  

Narrations of other psychotherapists including Aaron “Tim” Beck 

Interested in the change that psychotherapists’ themselves had gone through, Goldfried 

(2001a) asked 15 seasoned psychotherapists to narrate their personal change and growth 

experiences as a result of their personal and professional interactions. In their personal accounts, 

various contributors mentioned their path where they had started their practice being adhered to 

one camp of theoretical orientation and moved towards more eclectic and complex ways of 

approaching their clients as their learning experiences challenged their limited ways of looking at 

the world of psychotherapy. One of the contributors, Greenberg (2001), summarized a shared 

process in the title of his narration as he named his story as “My change process: From certainty 

through chaos to complexity”.  

A related example comes from the communications provided by Aaron “Tim” Beck and 

his colleagues that highlighted his increasing appreciation and pursuit of complexity in his work. 

Beck’s professional journey towards complexity could have started through his “rebellion” 

against the autocratic nature of psychoanalysis (Bloch, 2004). Instead of following that “faith-
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based” approach to therapy, Beck developed an empirically-driven practice that aimed to explore 

the cognitive processes underlying human suffering, namely Cognitive Therapy (Bloch, 2004). 

His approach was criticized for its mechanical, over-simplified nature yet in his recent 

arguments, Beck claimed that the change processes facilitated by the cognitive therapy can be 

complex (Bloch, 2004), while cognitive therapy is much richer than mechanical treatment 

(Bloch, 2004) and individually designed considering the client and presenting concern at the 

hand (Beck, n.d.). 

Beck (Bloch, 2004) also questioned if applying certain techniques would ever be enough to 

conduct effective therapy. He suggested that treating a presenting concern in a mechanical way 

would not work especially with complex cases. “Therapists who are good at the technical end of 

cognitive therapy fall flat on their faces when it comes to the more complex cases. Empathy, 

sensitivity, considerateness – together with the ability to put them together with technical aspects 

is the combination needed.” (para. 107). 

Moreover, Beck demonstrated constructivist commitment through his conceptualization 

and utilization of emotions, personally and professionally. In a paper written in his honor, Beck 

was praised for his attention to his emotional processes and his willingness to learn from them in 

his personal and professional life (Padesky, 2002). Beck (2002) himself suggested that emotional 

arousal and expression were essential parts of cognitive therapy since he assumed that the 

expression of emotion would have certain meaning to client and “the interaction taking place can 

provide an experiential for of reframing (similar to what Franz Alexander terms “The Corrective 

Emotional Experience”)” (para. 2). Beck (n.d.) also referred to other strategies that parallel 

constructivist therapy strategies such as guided discovery and he encouraged collaboration 
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between therapist and the client to understand the cognitive and emotional processes of his 

clients.  

The appreciation of complexity is among the basic tenets of constructivist epistemologies. 

Constructive metatheory “promotes a complex systems model in which thought, feeling, and 

behavior are interdependent expressions of a life span developmental unfolding of interactions 

between self and (primarily social) systems” (Mahoney, 1995b, p. 8). Similarly, paying attention 

to complex affective experiences that are present in the therapy room and inviting clients to 

“actively experience, explore and express a much broader range” of emotions are central to 

constructivist therapies (Mahoney, 1995b, p. 9). Practitioners’ increasing appreciation of 

complexity as well as increasing emphasis on emotionality and experiential processes may 

reflect a change in their epistemic style where they have become increasingly more committed to 

constructivist epistemology. 

Moreover, Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) suggested that therapists’ career development 

involved increased understanding of knowledge as a construction. Experienced practitioners 

were more likely to reject “precisely defined realities in understanding matter of human 

interaction” (p. 31). The authors’ focus was on themes concerning therapists’ career development 

and yet their findings provided implicit support for the proposition that therapists engage in 

increasingly more constructivist processing of the therapy room and of the world as they 

seasoned. Therapists’ increasing commitment to constructivist epistemology may be a related 

theme of their career development.  

All in all, individual narrations of certain psychotherapists directly and indirectly speak to 

an ongoing epistemic shift in the field and imply the epistemic shift was a result of personal 

change processes, at least to some degree. Nonetheless, the field is lacking empirical evidence of 
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its claimed epistemic shift and it is unclear to what extent this shift can be attributed to the 

individual change processes of psychotherapists in time and/or to cohort effect facilitated by the 

inclusion of post-modern therapists to the field. The current study aims to explore any perceived 

epistemic shifts in the field and its underlying dynamics. 

Professional Change as a Counterpart of Epistemic Change 

Change concerning therapists is not limited to their personal epistemologies. 

Psychotherapists change professionally as they conduct therapy. This section highlights 

psychotherapists’ change processes and then focuses on two professional variables that may 

complement therapists’ epistemic journey: Theoretical orientation and therapeutic style.  

Psychotherapists do change as they practice; at least, they report they do. The scarce 

literature on therapist change is built on psychotherapists’ self-report collected in various forms. 

Interviews, questionnaires, as well as personal narrations were employed to understand their 

personal and professional journey as psychotherapists (Farber, 1983; Goldfried, 2001a; Radeke 

& Mahoney, 2000).  

First, Farber (1983) conducted one-hour semi-structured interviews with 60 

psychotherapists and pooled their answers together in order to understand the effects of 

psychotherapy practice on psychotherapists. Their results suggested that psychotherapists 

believed their personal characteristics as well as social relations had changed since they have 

began conducting therapy and they attributed some of this change experience into the their 

therapeutic work as therapists. Overall, Farber (1983) suggested that “the effects of therapeutic 

work is not confined within the office, but rather have a substantial impact on therapists’ outside 

behavior and self-identity” (p. 180).   
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Second, Radeke and Mahoney (2000) compared the impact of their work for psychologists 

who were primarily involved with research and psychologists who were primarily identified as 

practitioners. This study revealed that compared to researchers, therapists experienced a stronger 

impact of their work on their personal problems as well as their personal life. Practitioner 

therapists were more likely to acknowledge feeling emotionally exhausted, anxious, and 

depressed. Impact of work on personal life included reports of becoming a better and wiser 

person with increased self-awareness, increased appreciation for relationships and increased 

ambiguity tolerance. In general, psychotherapists reported more change experiences in various 

forms than researchers did.  

These studies focused on or provided answers for how psychotherapists’ personal lives and 

experiences changes through their lives as professional practitioners. Goldfried (2001a)’s edited 

work, on the other hand, provided information on the therapists’ professional change 

experiences.  

In Goldfried (2001a)’s work, a group of seasoned practitioners individually reflected on 

their professional change processes. These narrations revealed intricate yet shared ways in which 

practitioners change as they conducted therapy. Summarizing the common points of the 

narrations of 16 seasoned psychotherapists, Goldfried (2001b) concluded that conducting 

psychotherapy with a mindset of being helpful to clients often demanded therapists to change the 

ways in which they understand and approach certain conditions and that impacted the way they 

approached to their clients and the way they conducted therapy.  

Sporadic interviews with established psychotherapists (such as DeAngelis, 2006) and 

infrequent publications where psychologists told their personal stories (such as Hoyt, 2005 and 

Brown, 2005) make the last group of resources that can shed light into the process of change 
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experienced by therapists although they do not include a comparison among one another nor they 

provide a tentative conclusion.  

For instance, DeAngelis’ (2006) interviews with psychotherapists as well as a series of 

articles published in the Journal of Clinical Psychology under the title of ‘Why I became a 

psychotherapist’ tapped on the transformations that practitioners have undergone. Some 

conceptualized their growth and change not only as an outcome of conducting therapy but also as 

a requirement of it and at least some conceptualized the change as a source of motivation to 

become and remain as a therapist (see Brown, 2005). Similarly, a group of practitioners that 

participated in a study investigating occupational hazards and rewards facing psychotherapists 

cited their opportunity to learn and grow as well as their increased self understanding among the 

rewards of their work (Kramen-Kahn & Hansen, 1998) suggesting that they have changed 

throughout their career and that change process was rewarding for them. 

Overall, the results implied that psychotherapists go through a complex change process and 

at least some aspects of their change were tied to their work. Different groups of 

psychotherapists already reported that personal change (Farber, 1983; Radeke & Mahoney, 

2000) and a smaller group implied that their professional attitudes and experiences were not 

spared from the process of change (Goldfried, 2001a).  

Recently there has been an increased attention on the change experiences of practitioners 

from the developmental perspective. A group of researchers such as Orlinsky, Rønnestad, 

Skovholt and Jennings started to study the career trajectories of mental health practitioners from 

various parts of the world. They maintained that therapists not just change; their change 

processes are systematically organized and they involve progression over time (Rønnestad & 

Skovholt, 2003). Combined with the studies on expertise in counseling and psychotherapy 
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(Jennings & Skovholt, 1999; Kivlighan & Quigley, 1991; Martin, Slemon, Hiebert, Hallberg, & 

Cummings, 1989; Skovholt & Jennings, 2004), these studies provided an alternative, systemic 

way of conceptualizing change experiences of therapists.  

Qualitative studies on master, expert, and/or experienced therapists (Jennings & Skovholt, 

1999; Kivlighan & Quigley, 1991; Martin et al., 1989; Skovholt & Jennings, 2004) and on 

American practitioners at different experience levels (Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2001; Skovholt & 

Rønnestad, 1992; Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2003), as well as an international quantitative study of 

development of 5000 psychotherapists from different countries (Orlinsky et al., 1999) revealed 

insight into the career paths that psychotherapists pursue. 

Martin et al. (1989) studied the differences between novice and experienced counselors by 

studying the counselors’ conceptual associations regarding the therapy process. Their study 

included 23 counselors. Experienced counselors had at least 4 years of experience in university 

counseling centers and novice counselors were interns in the 2nd year of a counseling master’s 

program. Their findings differentiated novices from experienced practitioners in their 

conceptualizations of client issues as well as their ways of proceeding. They established that 

novice counselors were more likely to pay attention to procedural, “how to”, aspects of 

counseling; whereas experienced counselors tend to conceptualize their clients at a broader level 

in a more inclusive manner.  

Kivlighan and Quigley (1991) further supported such cognitive differences between novice 

and experienced group counselors. They identified novice counselors as graduate students and 

expert counselors were professional counselors with more than 1,000 hours of active group 

leadership. In that study, 30 group counselors, half novice and half expert, were asked to 

differentiate between the members of a counseling group after watching a session of the group 
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and experienced counselors engaged in more complex and richer cognitive conceptualizations in 

their distinctions. 

Jennings and Skovholt (1999; Skovholt & Jennings, 2004) studied not only cognitive, but 

also emotional and relational characteristics of master therapists. They have conducted 

interviews with 10 therapists who were nominated by their peers as “masters” of their work. 

Jennings and Skovholt identified significant personality characteristics shared by master 

therapists and proposed a CER model of master therapist that referred to the triad of cognitive, 

emotional and relations expertise on the part of master therapists. Master therapists demonstrated 

cognitive complexity, openness and desire for continuous learning, emotional receptivity and 

maturity, and interpersonal skillfulness. This work was criticized for its lack of a comparison 

group that would allow the reader to infer the distinctive characteristics of master therapists 

(Orlinsky, 1999). Moreover, the authors did not provide an initial definition of "master 

therapist". That combined with their attention to uniformities and neglecting the individual 

differences across therapists might create a fictional ideal with little understanding of what being 

a master therapist really entails (Orlinsky, 1999). Still, this study provided a sense of what 

experience could promote in therapists and stimulated research on full spectrum of therapist 

development. 

Rønnestad and Skovholt carried out a qualitative study where they have conducted cross-

sectional as well as longitudinal interviews with 100 American psychotherapists at different 

experience levels. Their findings were placed in the literature at different instances (Rønnestad & 

Skovholt, 1991; Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2001; Skovholt & Rønnestad, 1992). Recently, they 

have provided a “reformulation” of the main conclusions (Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2003). They 

structured their findings into a phase model of therapist career development that were identified 
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as the phases of the lay helper, the beginning student, the advanced student, the novice 

professional, the experienced professional and the senior professional. They have also 

established 14 themes of therapist development describing central processes of therapist 

development. The themes addressed various issues such as processes of personal and profession 

integration and shifts in attentional focus and emotional functioning. A more detailed account of 

these themes will be provided across this literature review in relation with the professional 

variables of interest, namely theoretical orientation and therapeutic style.  

Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) have also highlighted certain constants that emerged 

across the therapists’ professional developmental span. Most importantly, interpersonal 

interactions in both personal and professional realms of life have been found as a consistent 

contributor to therapists’ professional development. Moreover, commitment to learn as well as 

the experience of professional growth was invariable for therapists of all experience levels. 

Personal and professional growth never ceased for practitioners regardless of the length of their 

journey. 

Orlinsky and his colleagues’ (1999) findings from 5,000 international psychotherapists 

confirmed the constancy of growth experience. Although therapist reports of perceived mastery 

increased as therapists’ years in practice increase, the experience of professional growth was 

independent of years spent in practice. Novice and veteran therapists did not differ in the amount 

of perceived growth. Even after two decades of practice, therapists reported improvement in their 

skills as well as growth in their enthusiasm. The authors suggested that the very experience of 

growth provided therapists with the motivation to continue their work.  

In this section, we have introduced the literature suggesting that therapists do change 

personally and professionally. We have also established that therapists’ change processes are not 
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haphazard. On the contrary, processes of change reflect a certain career trajectory where the 

experiences of therapists are defined by the stage of their developmental stage. The current study 

focuses on the systemic change of two professional therapist variables, namely theoretical 

orientation and therapy style. Following sections will clarify the existing literature on 

psychotherapists’ change experiences in their theoretical orientation and therapy style. 

Theoretical Orientation Change 

As we noted above, change is a constant in the field of psychotherapy. The field has been 

changing, practitioners have been changing and the change in practitioners’ theoretical 

orientation is among the most noticeable and cited changes. Today it is suggested that “the 

average practitioner changes theoretical orientations 2 or 3 times during his or her career” 

(DeAngelis, 2006, p. 59). Mahoney (2001), for instance, has described how he transformed from 

a behaviorist, to a cognitivist and then to a constructivist in his theoretical adherence, as 

mentioned above. 

Various theoretical orientations such as cognitive and constructive theories are gaining 

more popularity over others such as psychoanalytic theories. Reports of the 62 psychotherapy 

experts who participated at the Delphi Poll at 2002 suggested that this shift was expected to carry 

on (Norcross et al., 2002). Specifically, experts anticipated that cognitive–behavior, culture-

sensitive, cognitive and eclectic/integrative theories to become more frequent, whereas classical 

psychoanalysis, solution focused theories and transactional analysis would become less frequent 

(Norcross et al., 2002). 

Moreover, the field is increasingly open to theoretical integration and technical 

eclecticism. As much as the idea of integration has been rejected by certain groups of people 

who were strictly adhered to their theoretical orientation (see Goldfried, 2001a and Mahoney, 

2001 for striking instances of opposing psychotherapy integration), increasing number of 
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practitioners move away from their original theoretical orientation towards utilizing various 

perspectives (Goldfried, 2001a). Today, eclecticism is the modal theoretical orientation for 

American psychotherapists (Norcross, 2005). 

Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) observed therapist integration of personal self and 

professional self among the 14 themes of therapist development. As therapists seasoned, they 

reported increasing consistency between who they were personally (e.g. their values, belief 

systems and such) and the ways in which they have conducted therapy. Eagle (2001) provided an 

example to this theme from his personal experiences suggesting that he had become more 

authentic and genuine as a person and this personal development reflected on his professional 

work: 

“Comparing my early way of practicing with my current ways brings to mind the 
awkwardness I felt when I first began doing therapy. I felt that I was role-playing and the 
person I was when I was doing therapy was radically different from the person I was when 
I was not doing therapy. I would say that washing away that marked discrepancy between 
person as therapist and just person and the accompanying reduction in my awkwardness – 
replaced by a greater sense of ease and naturalness- are the most important ways in which I 
have changed as a therapist. I think I have become more so with the years” (p. 49). 

Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) conceptualized therapists’ changing their theoretical 

orientation as an indicator of such an increased integration and congruency. They further 

suggested that as their theoretical adherence shifted, the ways in which they connect with their 

clients and assign responsibilities within the therapeutic relationship have changed.  

Next, we investigate the nature and development of psychotherapists’ therapy style that 

includes the way therapists related to their clients.  

Therapy Style Change  

Knowing that therapist variables account for a significant portion of therapy outcome, 

research in therapist variables gained momentum. Fernández-Álvarez, García, Lo Bianco, and 

Corbella (2003) suggested that therapy style could be among the therapist variables influencing 
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the process of change and recovery for the clients. They have contributed to the literature by 

conceiving the Personal Style of the Therapist (PST) construct and providing a detailed 

description this understudied variable. 

Fernández-Álvarez et al. (2003) defined PST as “the set of characteristics that each 

therapist applies in every psychotherapeutic situation, shaping its basic attributes” (p. 117). In 

other words, PST is the collection of conditions that guide the therapist’s therapeutic behavior. 

They conceptualized style of the therapist as composed of five bipolar dimensions of 

instructional, expressive, engagement, attentional, and operative, and this conceptualization was 

validated empirically (Fernández-Álvarez et al., 2003).  

First dimension was identified as instructional, and it referred to therapists’ ways of 

establishing and regulating the rules of therapy such as scheduling and ways of negotiating 

change. It was defined within the bipolarity of flexibility-rigidity. Second dimension was 

identified as expressive, and it referred to therapists’ level of expressing emotions to their clients. 

It was defined within the bipolarity of distance-closeness. Third dimension was identified as 

engagement, and it referred to therapists’ level of commitment to therapy and clients. It was 

defined within the bipolarity of lesser degree-greater degree. Fourth dimension was identified as 

attentional, and it referred to therapists’ range of attention when gathering information from 

clients, and associated level of activity in the search of certain client information. It was defined 

within the bipolarity of broad focused-narrow focused. Broad focus accompanied therapist 

receptiveness as well as lacking preconceived expectation of what client may bring to session, 

while narrow focus accompanied therapists’ active pursuit of certain realms of knowledge. Fifth 

dimension was identified as operative, and it referred to therapists’ way of implementing 

intervention. It was defined within the bipolarity of spontaneous-planned. 
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Fernández-Álvarez et al. (2003) suggested that these dimensions appear in an integrated 

manner through therapists’ work. They also suggested that all combinations in personal style 

were valuable, and some combinations would be more convenient or beneficial than others for 

specific clinical situations. In order to investigate the nature of this construct further, Fernández-

Álvarez et al. (2003) developed a self-administered questionnaire measuring these five 

dimensions of the therapist style, called the Personal Style of the Therapist Questionnaire (PST-

Q). They have further employed this questionnaire to study the relationships between personal 

style of the therapist, theoretical orientation, years of professional experience and length of 

treatment for a group of Argentinian psychotherapists (Castañeiras, García, Lo Bianco & 

Fernández-Álvarez, 2006). The findings of this study informed the aims of the current study and 

we will explore these findings in depth. In general, the findings suggested that therapy style was 

associated with these identified therapist variables in complex and dynamic ways. Most 

importantly, preliminary evidence suggested the stable yet flexible nature of the PST construct. 

The therapy style was conceptualized as a stable variable over the time, yet Fernández-Álvarez et 

al. (2003) had also claimed that PST could withstand minor or major changes as therapists 

endure significant changes in their life or work circumstances. Castañeiras et al. (2006) 

supported this assumption by showing significant PST differences for therapists with different 

levels of experience.  

Castañeiras et al. (2006) first assigned therapists into three different theoretical adherence 

categories based on participants’ self-descriptions, and therapists were classified into the groups 

of psychoanalytic therapy, cognitive therapy, and integrative therapy with respect to their 

theoretical orientation. They identified beginner level therapists as the therapists with up to 5 

years of experience and expert therapists as the therapists who had 15 years of experience or 
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more. Then, they analyzed how PST, experience and theoretical orientation relate to one another 

by slicing their findings in different ways. First, we will present the findings that focused on PST 

differences across theoretical orientations. Then we will present the comparisons between 

beginner and expert therapists on their PST scores for each theoretical orientation group 

separately. 

Castañeiras et al. (2006) found significant PST differences between therapists with 

different theoretical orientations. They studied the association between style and theoretical 

orientation separately for beginners and experts since level of experience was found to be a 

modulating factor. For beginners, there were no difference in therapists’ level of expressiveness 

and engagement across three orientation groups; participated beginners were fairly committed to 

and emotionally expressive with their clients regardless of their theoretical orientation. 

Instructional rigidity separated beginner cognitive therapists from beginner integrative 

therapists: Cognitive therapists were more rigid in their establishing and maintaining the rules 

and regulations relating to therapy than integrative therapists.  

At the both levels of experience, cognitive and integrative therapists were similar in the 

dimensions of attentional and operative, and scored significantly higher than the psychoanalytic 

therapists. Compared to psychoanalytical therapists, cognitive and integrative therapists were 

significantly more active in eliciting information and narrower in their focus and they were more 

planned in the implementation of therapeutic interventions.  

For experts, the cognitive and integrative therapists also score significantly higher on 

expressive dimension of style than psychoanalytical therapists; expert cognitive and integrative 

therapists reported more emotional presence and communication with their clients compared to 

expert psychoanalytical therapists. And for the expertise level, integrative therapists scored 
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significantly higher on engagement dimension than the psychoanalytical therapists; expert 

integrationists reported higher levels of commitment to the act of therapy and to their actual 

clients.  

Overall, the findings indicated that adherence to cognitive and integrative theories was 

associated with similar levels of attentional, operative, and expressive, and psychoanalytical 

therapists had a broader focus, more spontaneity and more distance than cognitive and 

integrative therapists. The findings indicated that the therapy style is associated with theoretical 

orientation in different ways depending on therapists’ experience level (Castañeiras et al., 2006).   

Then, Castañeiras et al. (2006) compared beginner level therapists to expert therapists on 

their PST scores for each theoretical orientation group separately. Among cognitive therapists, 

differences between beginners and experts emerged for the domains of instructional and 

expressive: Beginner level cognitive therapists were more rigid in setting and maintaining rules 

regarding therapy (instructional) and more emotionally distant towards clients (expressive) 

compared to experts. Among integrative therapists, differences across experience level emerged 

for the dimensions of attentional, operative, and engagement. Beginner level integrative 

therapists were more narrowly focused, actively searching for a specific realm of knowledge 

(attentional), more planned in implementing interventions (operative), and yet less committed to 

therapy and client (engagement) as compared to expert integrationist. Among psychoanalytic 

therapists, differences between beginners and experts emerged for the dimension of attentional: 

Beginner level psychoanalytic therapists endorsed significantly narrower focus (attentional) than 

their expert counterparts.  

The authors concluded that years of experience partially modulated the evolution of 

therapist style in each specific theoretical orientation (Castañeiras et al., 2006). These findings 
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implied that therapy style is related to years of experience and that therapy style could change 

over the course of professional development. Recognizing the cross-sectional nature of this 

study, one might speculate that the obtained differences between beginner and expert therapists 

could indicate a cohort effect where the field and/or contemporary training models locate 

distinctive demands on recently graduated therapists. Yet, the findings on therapist professional 

development (Jennings & Skovholt, 1999; Martin et al., 1989; Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2003; 

Skovholt & Jennings, 2004) support the conclusion that the stylistic differences between 

beginner and expert therapists was a reflection of professional change experiences. The therapist 

career development studies and Castañeiras et al.’s (2006) study concur that therapists relax in 

their style, broaden their attentional perspective, and become skillful in communicating their 

emotions as they season in the profession and gain expertise.  

Specifically, Martin et al. (1989) differentiated novice practitioners from experienced 

practitioners in their conceptualizations of client issues. Novice counselors were more likely to 

present a preoccupation with procedural concepts. On the other hand, experienced counselors 

tended to conceptualize their clients at a broader level and in a more inclusive manner. These 

findings can be translated to the PST terminology employed by Castañeiras et al. (2006) where 

novice counselors had narrow attentional focus and planned way of conducting therapy 

interventions guided by their “how to” knowledge, while experienced counselors had broader 

focus, openness to wide-range of client material and willing to incorporate spontaneous 

interventions. Martin et al. (1989) provided an early evidence for the assumption that therapy 

style, in particular with the dimensions of attentional and operative, differ with respect to 

therapists’ level of experience. The more recent research on master therapists and professional 
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development provided more compelling evidence supporting stylistic change of therapists with 

experience. 

Likewise, Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) suggested that therapists reported increased 

professional flexibility throughout their career development. As therapists seasoned, they have 

confronted various challenges that facilitated a gradual disillusionment with training. With this 

disillusionment, the practitioners’ attention gradually shifted from what their training solicited to 

an internally-based flexible professional functioning. This inferred flexibility across professional 

development was aligned with the findings that expert therapists were significantly more flexible 

in setting and maintaining rules regarding therapy (instructional), more broadly focused and 

open-minded while listening to client material (attentional) and more spontaneous in 

implementing interventions (operative), at least for the expert therapists with certain theoretical 

commitments (Castañeiras et al., 2006).   

Additionally, Jennings and Skovholt (1999; Skovholt & Jennings, 2004) found that master 

therapists were strong in their emotional and relational skills Specifically, among other qualities, 

emotional receptiveness, ability to attend to self and other’s emotions, recognition of the ways in 

which their own emotions impact their work, relational skillfulness, strong adherence to working 

alliance and exceptional use of relational skills in therapy were among the qualities shared by 

and hence define the master therapists. These findings were supportive of the findings that expert 

therapists had higher scores on the dimensions of engagement and expressive compared to 

beginner therapists, at least for master therapists with certain theoretical commitments 

(Castañeiras et al., 2006).   

The narrations of 16 seasoned psychotherapists further confirmed these findings 

(Goldfried, 2001a). These practitioners that reflected on their professional change processes 
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reported increased flexibility, broadened understanding and appreciation of client concerns and 

enriched ways of reaching out to their clients. Most importantly, each narrative described ways 

of breaking free from original teachings and developing integrative, expansive, pliable ways of 

being and doing in their therapeutic work. Even though these practitioners did not employ the 

PST framework or language, they were clearly providing further evidence from their own 

perspective on how they have changed in their therapy style as they seasoned as therapists. 

Castañeiras et al.’s (2006) study was significant as it provided empirical support for the 

usefulness of the PST construct, for the sensitivity and specificity of the PST-Q, and most 

importantly, for the change processes of dimensions of therapy style. Combined with the 

therapist development studies (Jennings & Skovholt, 1999; Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2003; 

Skovholt & Jennings, 2004) and personal narratives of seasoned therapists (Goldfried, 2001a), 

the findings of Castañeiras et al. (2006) suggest that therapists’ style in which they engage with 

therapy might change with experience. The current study aims to clarify whether therapists 

perceive stylistic change as a part of their professional development and growth experiences, and 

if so what the direction of change would be for the participating therapists. In line with the 

above-mentioned findings, we expect to find increase in therapists’ emotional expressiveness, 

engagement, attentional focus and spontaneity. This clarification would be a significant edition 

to the limited literature on psychotherapists’ change experienced in therapy style.  

Epistemic and Professional Change  

Our literature review studied two change processes regarding psychotherapists, namely 

epistemic change and professional change. We agree with Stricker (2001) who conceptualized 

change as a “synergist” and suggested that “change of any sort can facilitate other changes” (p. 

79). Hence, once we have accumulated information with respect to therapists’ change 

experiences in epistemology, theoretical orientation and therapy style, then we shall investigate 
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the ways in which these change processes facilitate one another. The existing literature suggests 

that these two processes are associated; yet this interaction remains to be studied.  

As we have clarified above, certain schools of thought and theoretical orientations have 

been associated with certain epistemic styles. Conceptually, rational epistemic style was linked 

to rationalistic cognitive therapies whereas metaphorical epistemic style was linked to 

constructivist cognitive therapies (Lyddon, 1991). Consistent with these conceptual links, 

epistemic style moderately accounted for individuals’ attitudes and preferences for theories of 

psychotherapy (Lyddon, 1989a; Lyddon & Adamson, 1992; Neimeyer et al., 1993; Neimeyer & 

Morton, 1997; Schacht & Black, 1985): Participants preferred theoretical orientations that were 

consistent with their own epistemic view.  

Considering that the epistemic style of a therapist accounts for his or her theoretical 

orientation preferences, it is reasonable to expect that a change in a therapist’s epistemic 

commitment would reflect on the therapist’s choice of theoretical orientation. It can be argued 

that therapists’ epistemic change experiences would be related to the quantitative and qualitative 

changes in their theoretical orientation. In other words, as the psychotherapists see the world 

differently, they may adhere to new theories that capture their most recent worldview. We 

assume that psychotherapists’ change in the epistemic commitment can predict the change in 

their theoretical orientation. The more psychotherapists experience an epistemic shift, the more 

likely they may be to report a change in their theoretical orientation.  

As constructivist metatheory reflects recognition of complexity in human processes, 

epistemic shift of practitioners towards constructivism may further encourage practitioners to 

integrate various forms of therapy. Alternatively (and additionally), the ongoing integrationist 

movement might have endorsed a more constructivist framework on its members. In other 
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words, it is likely that the field’s increasing commitment to constructivism and the increasing 

theoretical integration on the part of psychotherapists may be related to and promoting one 

another. Hence, we expect that increase in therapists’ commitment to constructivist 

epistemologies might correlate with their engagement in more integrated ways of conducting 

therapy.  

Epistemic style has also been employed to understand the differences among 

psychotherapy practices. Therapists conducting rationalist and constructivist therapies differed in 

the way they set the direction of the therapy, related to client, and conceptualized and worked 

through clients’ emotional distress, relapse, and regression (Nagae & Nedate, 2001; Vasco, 1994; 

Viney, 1994; Winter & Watson, 1999). Therapists with different epistemic commitments 

appeared to have different styles in their therapeutic closeness, focus, engagement, and 

spontaneity as well as different emphasis on bonding with their clients (Neimeyer & Saferstein, 

2006). 

Moreover, Castañeiras et al. (2006) demonstrated the complex ways in which therapy 

style, experience, and theoretical orientation interacted. Their findings indicated that the ways in 

which therapy style related to theoretical orientations (psychoanalytic, cognitive, and integrative) 

was different across the two levels of experience (beginners with less than five years of 

experience and experts with 15 years of experience or more). Overall, the findings indicated that 

adherence to cognitive and integrative theories was associated with similar levels of attentional, 

operative and expressive, and psychoanalytical therapists had lower scores on each of these three 

dimensions of therapy style compared to cognitive and integrative therapists. 

Castañeiras et al.’s (2006) findings indicated that the therapy style was associated with 

theoretical orientation in different ways depending on therapists’ experience level. Given that 
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theoretical orientations reflected an underlying epistemic commitment (Lyddon, 1989b) and 

certain dimensions of therapy style have already linked to epistemic commitments of therapists 

(Neimeyer & Saferstein, 2006), it is reasonable to expect therapist epistemic change to account 

for or to align with therapists’ stylistic change experiences. Hence, any increase in therapists’ 

commitment to constructivist epistemologies might correlate with increase in certain dimensions 

of therapeutic style, specifically therapeutic closeness, engagement, spontaneity, and focus.  

Castañeiras et al. (2006) did not include epistemology as a variable, nor did they group 

their participants into groups of epistemically divergent categories of theoretical orientation. 

Rather it is safe to assume that these categories were fairly generic, each involving a wide range 

of theories and practices. As this literature review suggested, cognitive therapy is an umbrella 

term combining a variety of approaches (Lyddon, 1988; Mahoney, 1991). The current study 

aimed to further our understanding between the therapy style and theoretical orientation by 

separating how epistemic commitments underlying theoretical orientations related to levels of 

and changes in therapy style. Recognizing the ways in which epistemology is linked to therapy 

style could improve our understanding of these significant therapist variables. 

 Overall, the existing literature provides a cogent rationale to pursue and expect 

association between therapists’ epistemic and professional journeys. This relationship would be a 

complex one, impacting one another at different levels through different dynamics. Uncovering 

this multifaceted association starts with simply establishing that therapists perceive their 

epistemic and professional change processes to correlate. This basic question of whether and if 

so, to what extent psychotherapists’ perceived epistemic change accounts for where therapists 

stand in their theoretical stylistic journey has remained to be answered, and was identified among 

the inquiries of the present study. The purpose of the present work was to help lay the foundation 
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for developing an increased understanding of therapists’ developmental processes and the place 

of epistemic commitment within that framework, as construed by therapists’ themselves.  

Taken as a whole, the literature indicates psychotherapist theory preferences as well as 

therapeutic conceptualizations and behavior are colored by their epistemic commitments. Yet 

such professional attitudes and behaviors as well as the epistemic commitments are subject to 

development and growth. Moreover, these change processes are likely to interact with one 

another: Any change experienced in the way we perceive the world and test the validity of 

knowledge as psychotherapists are likely to mark the growth and change in our therapy-related 

attitudes and behaviors. Overall, the complex associations between epistemic worldview and 

psychotherapy preferences and behaviors have been yet to be clarified within a developmental 

framework that supposes change and growth in both aspects.  

Purpose of Study 

As the literature review points out, the psychotherapy literature suggests that the field has 

experienced an epistemic shift where its members have become increasingly more constructivist, 

and numerous seasoned psychotherapists endorsed this shift through narrating their own 

epistemic change. However, despite the general acceptance of the notion in the current literature, 

there is no empirical evidence documenting that today’s practitioners have in fact experienced an 

epistemic shift in their perspective and practice, apart from the anecdotal evidence of selected 

prominent practitioners in the field. The "increasingly constructivist" landscape of contemporary 

psychotherapy could be an indicator of a cohort effect rather than an indicator of therapists’ 

developmental changes across time. For instance, early-career therapists might have stronger 

commitments to constructivism than therapists of the previous generations, and/or therapists who 

entered the field at different times have different epistemic trajectories. The dynamics underlying 
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the field’s and its practitioners’ increasing commitment to constructivism have yet to be 

empirically investigated. The literature also indicates that therapists change in their theoretical 

orientation and therapy style in somewhat consistent ways and that therapists’ epistemic journeys 

might relate to these professional change experiences. Yet, these interactions have also remained 

to be investigated empirically.  

The present work was an exploratory study investigating the epistemic change experiences 

of practitioners, as therapists perceived them. This study attempted to answer three umbrella 

questions including specific hypotheses following two of the questions. The main questions and 

accompanying hypotheses are specified as followed.  

Question 1. How do therapists perceive themselves to change in their (a) epistemic 

worldview, (b) theoretical orientation characteristics, and (c) therapeutic style across their 

professional lifetime? Specifically we expected that (1) when compared to their initial epistemic 

commitments, therapists would report having increasingly higher levels of commitment to 

constructivist epistemologies; (2) when compared to the plurality, i.e. eclecticism of their initial 

commitments, therapists would report having increasingly higher levels of plurality in their 

therapeutic orientation; and (3) when compared to their initial levels, therapists would indicate 

increasingly higher levels of (a) expressiveness, (b) engagement, (c) attentional focus, and (d) 

operative spontaneity in their therapeutic styles across the course of their practice. 

Question 2. What are the reasons behind the field’s increasing commitment to 

constructivist epistemology? More specifically, to what extent do cohort effects account for the 

epistemic shift in the field of psychotherapy? As an exploratory analysis, we attempted to clarify 

how much of the variance in therapists’ initial epistemic commitments as well as their epistemic 

trajectories can be explained by the time in which they have entered the field.  
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Question 3. What is the relationship between therapists’ epistemic and professional 

change experiences? In other words, to what extent can therapists’ epistemic journeys account 

for their current standing with their therapeutic orientation and style after accounting for their 

initial standing with these variables? We hypothesized that increases in therapists’ constructivist 

commitments would predict (1) greater changes in their theoretical orientation throughout their 

professional lifetime; (2) greater levels of theoretical plurality, indicating greater adherence to 

theoretical integration and eclecticism; (3) greater levels of expressive and engagement 

dimensions of therapy style, indicating greater adherence to emotional expressiveness with and 

engagement to clients; and (4) lower levels of operative and attentional dimensions of therapy 

style, indicating greater levels of spontaneity in implementing interventions and wider range of 

attention in collecting information from the clients. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 

Participants 

Participants were professional psychologists and they were recruited online from the 

American Psychological Association (APA) - Practice Organization (www.apapractice.org) 

online practitioner directory (approximately 13,000 members). The solicitation email also 

encouraged participants to forward the survey invitation on to other eligible practitioners. 

Procedure 

An Internet survey was conducted where participants were invited to complete a set of 

questionnaires online that required approximately 25 minutes to complete on average. 

Participants were informed that the study aims to understand their descriptions of themselves as 

therapists at different stages of their career. We refrained from using the word ‘change’ to limit 

the potential bias that might be introduced by the nature of this word. Informed consent was 

required before the survey appeared on the screen. The survey was anonymous and the 

confidentiality of completed surveys was insured.  

In the survey, participants were asked to answer some sets of questions twice with different 

directions. Participants rated certain items once reflecting on their current experiences and once 

reflecting on their past, specifically on the time where they had started post-graduate practice of 

psychotherapy.  

The order of these two sets of directions were alternated, half of the participants reflecting 

on their past first, and their current selves later, and the other half of the participants reflecting on 

their today first and their past later. This enabled us to test and if necessary control the possible 

operation of any order effects as we detailed in the results section.  
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To avoid a likely frustration on the part of participants that may stem from answering 

several questions twice, the study was set-up such that the items would appear only one time 

asking therapist to respond to the given item once from their current standing point and once 

from their initial standing point. We anticipated that this set-up would shorten the time spent on 

reading and answering the questions twice and lessen the likely frustration. Yet, attending to 

same item considering “now” and “then” side by side would provide participants’ with an 

immediate opportunity to compare their ratings for their past and present, and hence, might 

artificially stretch the gap between two ratings. 

A pilot study conducted with 34 professional practitioners and practitioners in training 

failed to support such possibility. When half of the participants responded to ratings of past and 

present side by side, the other half responded to such items separately. The obtained findings 

failed to indicate a significant difference between the two groups’ ratings; hence encouraged us 

to believe that reflecting on items side by side had minimum or no considerable impact on the 

participants’ ratings. 

Participants were also debriefed at the end of the study and they were provided with the 

contact information of the primary investigator for further inquiries. 

Instruments 

Epistemic commitments: Therapists’ epistemic commitments were measured with the 

Therapist Attitude Questionnaire – Short Form (TAQ-SF). This scale assesses the degree of 

participants’ commitments to rationalist and constructivist epistemologies. DiGiuseppe and 

Linscott (1993) developed the Therapist Attitude Questionnaire (TAQ) to measure the 

philosophical, theoretical, and technical dimensions of the rationalist and constructivist positions. 

Neimeyer and Morton (1997) developed the short version of the TAQ, named Therapist Attitude 
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Questionnaire - Short Form (TAQ-SF). The TAQ-SF measures the same constructs the TAQ 

measures using a total of 16 items. Eight items represents rationalist positions and the other 8 

items represents constructivist positions. As in the TAQ, the respondents determine the degree to 

which they endorse the statements on a five-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 

(strongly agree). Sample items include “Reality is singular, stable and external to human 

experience” and “Reality is relative. Realities reflect individual or collective constructions of 

order to one’s experiences”. Higher rationalism and constructivism scores reflect higher 

commitments to rationalist and constructivist epistemologies. The TAQ-SF was found to 

reproduce the basic factor structure of the TAQ. Predictive validity of the measure was 

established as it predicted the therapeutic identifications and descriptions of a group of practicing 

professionals (Neimeyer & Morton, 1997).  

Theoretical orientation: Theoretical orientation was measured by asking therapists to rate 

their orientation on a list of seven categories of analytic-psychodynamic-neo-analytic, 

behavioral, cognitive, humanistic-existential, systemic, constructivist-narrative, and feminist-

multicultural. The respondents were asked to rate each orientation on a five-point scale ranging 

from 1 (not a part of my practice) to 5 (a very significant part of my practice). Then, the 

respondents were asked to identify their main theoretical orientation from a menu that included 

the above-mentioned orientations and integrationist orientation. At last, the respondents were 

asked to rate the extent to which they perceive their theoretical orientation has remained the 

same, or changed on a five-point scale ranging from 1 (same) to 5 (changed). 

The plurality, i.e. eclecticism, of theoretical orientation was defined based on the 

cumulative number endorsed on the theoretical orientation ratings. Higher numbers indicated 

higher plurality. Therapists’ indication of their main theoretical base was used as an anchor. 
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Therapist style: Therapist style was measured with the Personal Style of the Therapist 

Questionnaire (PST-Q). This questionnaire assesses therapists’ characteristics ways of 

conducting psychotherapy. Fernández-Álvarez et al. (2003) developed the questionnaire to 

measure the ways in which therapists engage in therapy and shape the conduct of their 

therapeutic work. The questionnaire is composed of five subscales that were designed to assess 

five different dimensions of therapist style. (1) Instructional subscale assesses flexibility in 

establishing and regulating the therapy setting; higher scores represent greater rigidity vs. 

flexibility. (2) Expressive subscale assesses emotional communication; higher scores represent 

greater closeness vs. distance. (3) Engagement subscale assesses level of commitment to therapy 

and client, higher scores represent greater degree vs. lesser degree. (4) Attentional subscale 

assesses therapists’ range of attention and activity level in gathering information; higher scores 

represent narrower focus vs. broad focus. (5) Operative subscale assesses spontaneity in 

implementing interventions; higher scores represent more planned vs. spontaneous. See Table 3-

1. PST-Q is a 36-item self-report measure. The respondents rate how accurately each statement 

described their practice on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (total disagreement) to 7 (total 

agreement). The questionnaire have yielded the following Cronbach’s alpha scores for each 

subscale: Instructional, .69; expressive, .75; engagement, .78; attentional, .80; operative, .78. The 

measure has shown adequate 4-month test-retest reliability (instructional, r = .82; expressive, r = 

.76; engagement, r = .78; attentional, r = .81; and operative, r = .78). Theoretical validity is 

established through obtained factorial composition, and further supported by the work of 

Castañeiras et al. (2006). 

Demographics: Participants were asked to give information about their demographic 

information. These included gender, age, ethnic background, name of their highest degree, the 
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year they obtained their highest degree, total number of years they have spent in clinical practice, 

specialty area, primary employment setting, primary job responsibility, average number of 

clients seen weekly and the country they live in. 

Table 3-1. Personal Style of the Therapist Questionnaire (PST-Q): Subscale directions 
Subscales Low High 

1. Instructional Flexibility Rigidity 
2. Expressive Distance Closeness 
3. Engagement Lesser degree Greater degree 
4. Attentional Broad focus Narrow focus 
5. Operative Spontaneous Planned 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 

The results section is composed of three sections. First, the sample characteristics of the 

participants are provided. Second, the descriptive information concerning the overall scores, 

psychometrics and relationships among the primary variables of interest are presented. And last, 

the three primary analyses are reported. A series of repeated measures ANOVA first address the 

primary questions regarding the ways in which therapists regard themselves as changing in 

relation to their theoretical orientations and therapy styles (expressive, engagement, operative, 

and attentional) across the course of their practice. Next, multiple regression analyses are 

reported to address the question regarding whether cohort effects (i.e. the year of entry to the 

profession) accounted for therapists’ perceptions regarding their initial epistemic commitments 

and epistemic shifts. And third, a series of multiple regression analyses are reported to address 

the question regarding whether change in therapists’ epistemic leanings predict levels of 

therapists’ current theoretical and stylistic commitments, above and beyond their initial 

commitments. 

Demographics 

The sample consisted of 702 participants of which 94.2% designated their demographic 

information. Among those who responded, 59.5% women and 40.5% men, with a mean age of 

50.36 (SD = 11.7, age range = 25-84 years). The majority of the participants were Caucasian, 

88.6% (N = 584), followed by Hispanic, 3.6% (N = 24), African-American/Black, 2.4% (N = 16), 

Asian-American, 1.2% (N = 8), multiracial, 1.2% (N = 8), and Other, 2.9% (N = 19). The 

majority of the participants reported to be from the U.S., 96% (N = 630), whereas 4% (N = 26) of 

the participants were from other countries.  
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The majority of the participants had a Ph.D. degree, 68.9% (N = 449), followed by a 

Psy.D., 16% (N = 104), M.A. or M.S., 8.4% (N = 55), Ed.D., 1.8% (N = 12), M.S.W., 1.5% (N = 

10), or other degrees, 3.4% (N = 22), as their highest degree. The majority of the participants 

were self-identified as psychologist, 87.4% (N = 577), followed by mental health counselor, 

4.2% (N = 28), marriage and family therapist, 2.4% (N = 16), and social worker, 1.2% (N = 8). 

The remaining participants designated themselves as Other, 4.7% (N = 31).  

The majority of the participants defined their primary responsibility as practice/clinical 

work, 80.2% (N = 528), followed by academic, 8.2% (N = 54), administrative, 4.1% (N = 27), 

research, 1.2% (N = 8) and other, 2.7% (N = 18). The remaining 23 participants designated 

themselves as being equally involved in multiple responsibilities, 3.5%. The majority of the 

participants indicated their primary employment setting as private practice, 47.0% (N = 309), 

followed by hospital, 10.8% (N = 71), mental health care, 10.2% (N = 67), university academic 

department, 8.5% (N = 56), university service delivery department, 6.1% (N = 40), community 

center, 3.8% (N = 25), school, 2.7% (N = 18), correctional facility, 1.7% (N = 11), and other, 

9.1% (N = 60). Mean number of years spent in clinical practice was 18.66, and ranged between 1 

and 52 (SD = 10.94). The mean number of clients seen weekly was 17.38, and ranged between 1 

and 61 (SD = 10.69). 

The majority of the participants identified integrative as their primary theoretical 

orientation at the present time, 32.2% (N = 213), followed by cognitive, 27% (N = 179), 

psychodynamic, 17.1% (N = 113), humanistic-existential-gestalt, 8% (N = 53), systemic-family, 

4.7% (N = 31), behavioral, 4.7% (N = 31), narrative/constructivist, 4.2% (N = 28), and feminist-

multicultural, 2.1% (N = 14). Psychodynamic theory was the most common primary theoretical 

orientation designated by therapists at the time that they started practice after graduation, 26.5% 
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(N = 175), followed by cognitive, 23.9% (N = 158), humanistic-existential-gestalt, 16.9% (N = 

112), behavioral, 12.4% (N = 82), integrative, 11.3% (N = 75), systemic-family, 6.4% (N = 42), 

narrative/constructivist, 1.5% (N = 10), and feminist-multicultural, 1.1% (N = 7). 

Descriptives and Preliminary Analyses 

In order to assess the potential impact associated with the various orderings of the 

questionnaires used in this study, one-way ANOVAs were conducted along the six different 

orderings, using each of the questionnaire scores as dependent variables in the analysis. These 

analyses suggested that there were no difference in the mean scores of the variables of interest 

among the six types of questionnaire forms (all ps > .01). Thus for all analyses, the data from six 

different forms were combined.  

Table 4-1 depicts summary statistics of the primary variables used in this study. This 

includes the measures of rationalism and constructivism derived from the Therapist Attitudes 

Questionnaire (TAQ), the therapeutic change index, the measure of therapeutic plurality, and the 

measures of therapy styles of (a) expressive, (b) engagement, (c) attentional, and (d) operative, 

scores indicated separately according to their current (now) and initial (then) ratings from the 

practitioners. All scores were normally distributed. Skewness and kurtosis values were in the 

acceptable range for appropriate distribution. The epistemology scores obtained from TAQ were 

consistent with the scores reported by Neimeyer and Morton (1997). Overall, the scales yielded 

low to moderate reliability coefficients. 

Table 4-2 depicts the Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients among the 

variables of interest. Consistent with previous distinctions outlined in the literature, a number of 

therapist qualities were associated with epistemic leanings in theoretically consistent ways. 

Levels of constructivism, for example, were generally positively related to greater levels of 
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therapist expressive, and theoretical plurality, while rationalist leanings were negatively 

associated with these variables. Levels of constructivism were generally negatively related to 

narrower levels of attentional focus, and operative spontaneity (reflecting higher levels of plan-

induced approach to therapy), while rationalist leanings were positively associated with these 

variables. Similarly, conceptually linked variables showed low to moderate associations. For 

example, attentional and operative dimensions were positively associated with one another, as 

were levels of expressive and engagement factors, and these two groups of variables were 

negatively associated with one another.  

Preliminary analyses investigating whether the scores on the dependent variables were 

different across demographic variables revealed that certain variables of interest were different 

across the levels of gender, age, and average number of clients seen weekly. T-test analyses 

revealed gender differences in constructivism-now (t = -3.98, p < .001), constructivism-then (t = 

-2.98, p < .003), and rationalism-now (t = 3.61, p < .001) scores. Males scored significantly 

higher than females in their current commitment to rationalist epistemology (males, M = 23.41, 

SD = 5.71, females, M = 21.84, SD = 4.90); whereas females scored significantly higher than 

males in their current (males, M = 32.83, SD = 3.95, females, M = 33.99, SD = 3.17); and past 

commitment to constructivist epistemology (males, M = 30.62, SD = 4.25, females, M = 31.57, 

SD = 3.52). Regression analyses revealed that age significantly accounted for variance in 

engagement-now (F(1, 492) = 9.51, p = .002; β = -.14), and attentional-then (F(1, 494) = 11.41, 

p = .001; β = -.15) scores, and theoretical orientation change index (F(1, 504) = 13.01, p = .000; 

β = .16). The average number of clients seen weekly accounted for significant variance in 

attentional-now scores (F(1, 630) = 11.20, p = .001; β = -.13). Hence, these three demographic 

variables (i.e., gender, age, and average number of clients seen weekly) were entered into the 
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primary analyses as covariates when subsequent analyses involved the above-mentioned 

variables.  

Primary Analyses 

The final set of analyses utilized three sets of analyses. First, repeated ANOVA analyses 

were conducted to examine whether there was a perceived change in therapists’ epistemic 

leanings, theoretical orientation, and therapy styles of expressive, engagement, operative, and 

attentional across the course of their practice. It was hypothesized that compared to their initial 

levels, therapists would report increasingly higher levels of commitment to constructivist 

epistemologies, plurality in their therapeutic orientation. In addition, they were expected to have 

higher levels of expressive and engagement dimensions in the therapeutic styles and lower levels 

of operative and attentional dimensions. Second, regression analyses were conducted to 

investigate whether the participants’ cohort of graduation would account for some of the 

variance in the epistemic shift in the field of psychotherapy. In other words, we wanted to 

determine whether the shifts towards greater constructivism were the result of the influx of new 

constructivist therapists trained in recent years, versus perceived developmental changes 

occurring within longstanding psychotherapists. No predictions were specified for this research 

question. Third, regression analyses were conducted to examine whether change in 

epistemological commitments predicted the therapists’ current levels of theoretical orientation, 

adherence to theoretical integration, and therapy styles of expressive, engagement, operative, and 

attentional dimensions, above and beyond what their initial standing was. Increasing 

commitment to constructivist epistemologies was expected to predict higher levels of theoretical 

change and plurality, higher levels of expressive and engagement styles, and lower levels of 

operative and attentional styles.  
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Research Question #1: How Do Therapists Change in Their Epistemic Commitment and in 
Professional Characteristics across the Course of Their Professional Practice? 

Within this broad research question, we have specifically hypothesized that when 

compared to their initial standing, therapists would have (1) increasingly higher levels of 

commitment to constructivist epistemologies; (2) increasingly higher levels of plurality in their 

therapeutic orientation; and (3) increasingly higher levels of expressive and engagement 

subscales, and lower levels of attentional and operative subscale. We conducted a series of 

repeated measures ANOVA, with now-versus-then (i.e. time factor) as the within-subjects factor, 

and epistemology, theoretical orientation, and therapeutic style scores as the dependent variables, 

to investigate whether there were significant reported changes in the therapists’ epistemic 

commitments and identified professional variables over the course of their practice.  

Gender was entered as a covariate to the analyses involving the variables of constructivism 

and rationalism. Age was entered as a covariate in the analyses regarding engagement, attention, 

and theoretical orientation change. In addition to age, the average number of clients seen weekly 

was entered into the analysis involving the attention variable. A Bonferroni adjustment was 

employed within the analyses to guard against the Type I error, and alpha level was established 

at .007 (.05/7), which is the original alpha level (.05) divided by the number of statistical tests. 

Obtained partial eta-squared scores were reported as effect size indices. Table 4-3 summarizes 

the obtained coefficients.  

Findings indicated statistically significant changes in therapists’ epistemic leanings, 

therapy styles and theoretical plurality. Consistent with our hypotheses, analyses revealed an 

increase in therapists’ perceived commitment to constructivist epistemology. This finding was 

not only statistically significant, but also modestly robust, as indicated by a partial-eta squared of 

.21. Another statistically and clinically significant finding was therapists’ perceived change in 
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theoretical plurality. Data indicated a significant increase in therapists employing a greater 

variety of theoretical orientations in their practice with a partial-eta squared of .38. Hence, 

therapists’ reported increase not only in their constructivist leanings but also in their theoretical 

eclecticism i.e. plurality. Data also indicated a significant reduction in therapists’ perceived 

commitment to rationalist epistemology across their practice.  

Therapists’ change in their theoretical orientation can be understood further by comparing 

individual theoretical orientation ratings for now and then. We conducted a series of repeated 

measures ANOVA, with now-versus-then (i.e. time factor) as the within-subjects factor and 

seven theoretical orientations as the dependent variables, to investigate whether there were 

significant reported changes in the therapists’ commitment to these specific theoretical 

orientations over the course of their practice. Bonferroni adjustment was employed within the 

analyses to guard against the Type I error, and alpha level was established at .007 (.05/7), which 

is the original alpha level (.05) divided by the number of statistical tests. Table 4-4 summarizes 

the obtained coefficients.  

With respect to theoretical orientation changes within therapists, data indicated statistically 

and clinically significant increase in therapists’ commitment to cognitive, constructivist and 

feminist-multicultural therapies. There was also a significant increase in behavioral therapy, and 

systemic-family therapies although these changes were failed to be clinically meaningful 

suggested by their low effect size indices. Data failed to indicate change for therapists’ 

commitment to psychodynamic and humanistic-existential-gestalt orientations.   

An overall change in therapists’ theoretical perspectives is also evident when we compare 

their initial and current theoretical base. When therapists were asked to choose one theoretical 

orientation as their main base among the eight options (cognitive, behavioral, humanistic – 
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existential – gestalt, narrative/constructivist, systemic – family, psychodynamic, feminist – 

multicultural, and integrationist), the cumulative picture of primary commitments showed 

perceived differences over time (See Table 4-5). Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel statistics were used 

to test the significance of the observed differences. The results suggested that the now and then 

percentages were statistically different from one another for this cross-tabulation (χ2 = 124.56, p 

< .001).  

These percentages are consistent with the previous findings concerning theoretical shifts. 

Commitments to cognitive, narrative-constructivist, feminist-multicultural, and integrationist 

perspectives as primary theoretical bases have strengthened, while commitment to behavioral, 

humanistic-existential-gestalt, systemic-family, and psychodynamic perspectives as therapists’ 

primary theoretical bases have weakened.  

Results of the analyses for therapy style variables are depicted in Table 4-3. Data indicated 

a statistically and clinically significant increase in the expressive subscale that assesses emotional 

communication, where higher scores represent greater emotional closeness. Data supported our 

hypothesis that therapists would perceive increased closeness and emotional expressive in their 

therapy styles across time. There was a statistically significant decrease in operative subscale 

that assesses spontaneity in implementing interventions, where lower scores represent more 

spontaneity in conducting therapy. Hence, the results supported our prediction of perceived 

decrease in operative style, indicating that therapists perceived themselves as increasing in 

spontaneity across time. There was also a decrease in attentional scores that assesses therapists’ 

range of attention and activity in gathering information, where lower scores represent broader 

focus. Data supported our prediction that therapists perceived themselves as having increasingly 
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broader focus in the way they have collected data during therapy. But the low partial eta squared 

for the change in operative and attentional raised question into the magnitude of these findings. 

The data failed to support our hypothesis of increased engagement across years. Higher 

levels of engagement represent higher degrees of engagement with clients. We expected 

therapists to report increased commitment to therapy and their clients across their practice. The 

obtained results, on the other hand, suggested therapists viewed their engagement level as 

remained stable across time. Due to these findings, engagement as a therapy style variable was 

excluded from the analyses investigating the relationship between therapists’ epistemic and 

professional change experiences.  

In order to understand the data’s failure to support our hypothesis regarding increased 

therapist engagement across practice, we conducted exploratory post-hoc analyses. Specifically 

we investigated if differences across experience levels emerge for the dimension of engagement 

only for those therapists with certain theoretical orientation and we engaged in the post-hoc 

analysis by entering therapists’ current and initial theoretical orientations into the model. In the 

post-hoc analysis, we used a repeated measures ANOVA, with now-versus-then as the within-

subjects factor, theoretical orientation as the between-subjects factor, age as the covariate and the 

engagement scores as the dependent variable to examine whether there was significant increase 

in the engagement scores over the course of therapists’ practice. We conducted this analysis 

twice, once current theoretical orientation as the between-subjects factor and once initial 

theoretical orientation as the between-subjects factor. 

A total of 488 therapists were included in both of the analyses, with engagement-then 

scores (M = 28.4, SD = 5.34) higher than engagement-now scores (M = 27.5, SD = 5.70). This 

less than 1-point score difference failed to represent a significant change in both of the analyses, 
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for the analysis including therapists’ current theoretical orientation, one-tailed F(1, 479) = 0.06, 

p = .405, and for the analysis including therapists’ initial theoretical orientation, one-tailed F(1, 

479) = 0.00, p = .496. Thus, there was no substantial mean change in engagement scores over 

therapists’ practice. Yet, the analyses revealed a significant interaction between engagement 

now-versus-then scores and theoretical orientation, for therapists’ current theoretical orientation, 

F(7,479) = 3.30, p = .002, partial eta squared = .046, for therapists’ initial theoretical 

orientation, F(7,479) = 2.35, p = .023, partial eta squared = .033. Table 4-6 depicts the post-hoc 

results locating the interaction for both of the analyses.  

Data indicated that engagement levels have declined across the practice of therapists that 

identified their current theoretical commitment as cognitive and integrative, while no significant 

changes appear for therapists with other theoretical commitments. Data also suggested a decline 

for therapists that identified their initial theoretical orientation as behavioral, humanistic-

existentialist-gestalt, and integrative. The engagement levels seemed to increase across the 

practice only for therapists that identified their initial theoretical orientation as 

narrative/constructivist.  

Research Question #2: Do Cohort Effects Explain Changes in Therapists’ Epistemic 
Commitments?   

As a part of this study we wanted to provide a tentative answer to the question regarding 

whether cohort effects may have accounted for the epistemic shift in the field of psychotherapy. 

Answering this question in a satisfactory manner is beyond the scope of this project, yet we 

attempted to provide a preliminary answer to this question through conducting hierarchical 

regression analyses where the number of years that therapists’ had been in the field was utilized 

as a continuous indicator of the cohort.  
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To conduct this set of analyses, we first computed change scores for the epistemic 

variables where the THEN scores were subtracted from the NOW scores. Specifically, a 

constructivist-change score was computed such that we subtracted participants’ original 

constructivist commitment score from their current constructivist commitment score. This 

computation provided us with an index of change, with higher scores indicating therapists’ 

increasing commitment to constructivist epistemologies.  

To investigate if the entry-year to the field, numerated by the years that therapists had been 

in the field, account for their epistemic change, we conducted a series of hierarchical regression 

analyses where the independent variable was number of years therapists had after their entry to 

the field following as graduates and the dependent variable was the therapists’ epistemic change 

score. Gender (dummy coded: 1 = male, and 0 = female) was entered into the analyses in Step 1 

and years after graduation was entered in Step 2 to examine whether the year entry to the field 

explains variance on therapists’ epistemic changes when the effect of gender was controlled for. 

To guard against alpha inflation, a Bonferroni correction was employed to establish the alpha 

level at .025 (.05/2), which is the original alpha level (.05) divided by the number of statistical 

tests.  

In these regression equations, VIF statistics ranged from 1.00 to 1.08, suggesting that 

multicollinearity was not present in the analyses (Myers, 1990). Examination of residual plots 

indicated normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity of residuals in the model. Durbin-Watson 

coefficient was 1.97 indicating independence of observations. The model failed to account for 

therapists’ changing epistemic commitments; for constructivism change score, F(2,634) = 2.19, p 

> .05, R2 = 0.01; for rationalism change score, F(2,627) = 2.44, p > .05, R2 = 0.01. No significant 
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levels of the variance in the dependent variables, constructivism and rationalism difference 

scores, was explained by the years that therapists had entered the profession.  

Our data also allowed us to investigate whether the epistemic shift in the field is the result 

of the infusion of new therapists who were more committed to the constructivist epistemology to 

begin with than the seasoned therapists. To investigate this question, we compared therapists’ 

initial constructivist commitments in five cohorts (1954 to 1969, N = 21; 1970 to 1979, N = 94; 

1980-1989, N = 150; 1990-1999, N = 197; 2000-2008, N = 191). We conducted a one-factor 

ANOVA, with cohort groups as the between-subjects factor and therapists’ initial constructivism 

scores as the dependent variable. There was no significant main effect of cohort, F(4,638) = 1.55, 

p = .185, partial eta squared = .01. The data failed to show any significant differences in 

therapists’ initial constructivist commitments across cohort groups, again suggesting that cohort 

effects did not account for the epistemic shifts observed in our sample across time. 

Research Question #3: What is the Relationship between Therapists’ Epistemic and 
Professional Change Experiences? 

We conducted a series of regression analyses to examine whether changes in therapists’ 

epistemological commitments were related to the levels of change in their theoretical orientation, 

the plurality of their theoretical orientations, or therapy styles (expressive, operative, and 

attentional dimensions). In other words, we investigated to what extent therapists’ perceived 

epistemic shifts would explain their current theoretical and stylistic commitments above and 

beyond their initial standing.  

To conduct this set of analyses, we first computed change scores for the epistemic 

variables where the THEN scores were subtracted from the NOW scores. This index was 

computed for the commitment to constructivist and rationalist epistemology variables. 
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We then conducted a series of hierarchical multiple regression analyses to study the main 

effects of the two independent variables on each of the four dependent variables while 

controlling for gender (dummy coded: 1 = male, and 0 = female), age, and average number of 

clients seen weekly. The independent variables were the initial scores for the theoretical and 

stylistic commitment variables, constructivism difference score, and the rationalism difference 

score. The dependent variables were five professional variables: theoretical change index, 

current theoretical plurality score, and current expressive, operative, and attentional scores. For 

each regression analysis, gender, age, and average number of clients were entered in Step 1, 

initial scores for the dependent variable for that particular analysis was entered in Step 2, 

constructivism difference score was entered in Step 3, and rationalism difference score was 

entered in Step 4. In the analysis where theoretical change index was the dependent variable, the 

independent variables were entered in the same order but without the initial score, given that 

theoretical change index has been rated only once from current perspective. Hence, only this 

analysis was composed of 3 steps while the other analyses were composed of 4 steps.  

Gender, age, and average number of clients were entered in the first step as covariates. 

When it was applicable, the initial scores for the independent variable were entered in the second 

step. Constructivism difference scores were entered in the next step to reveal whether change in 

therapists’ constructivist epistemology explains the variance on the select current professional 

commitments over and beyond what initial commitments explain; and this would be the focal 

point answering our research question #2. Rationalism difference scores were entered in the last 

step to examine whether change in therapists’ rationalist epistemology explains variance on the 

select professional variables over and beyond that of their initial commitments and change in 

constructivist epistemology. A Bonferroni adjustment was employed to protect against the Type 
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I error, and the alpha level for the overall regression analyses for each dependent variable was set 

at .01 (.05/5), which is the original alpha level (.05) divided by the number of statistical tests. 

Effect size indices for multiple regression analyses was f2, defined as the R2 divided by one 

minus R2. The obtained f2s were evaluated according to the Cohen’s (1992) operational definition 

of small (.02), medium (.15) and large (.35) effects. 

To assess for the presence of multicollinearity, the variation inflation factor (VIF) statistics 

across the independent variables were examined. Myers (1990) pointed out that a VIF value 

above 10 indicates concern for the presence of multicollinearity. In our regression equation, VIF 

statistics ranged from 1.00 to 1.01, suggesting that multicollinearity was not present. 

Examination of residual plots indicated normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity of residuals in 

the models. Durbin-Watson coefficient ranged from 2.01 to 2.17 suggesting the independence of 

observations. 

The results of the hierarchical multiple regression analysis for the four dependent variables 

are presented in Table 4-7. The results indicated significant regression equations (i.e., p < .01 for 

the overall F ratio at the last step) for all of the dependent variables: theoretical change, 

theoretical plurality, expressive, operative and attentional scores.  

In the first step of the models, covariates age and number of clients seen weekly were 

significantly related to four different variables of interest. Age accounted for 3% of variance in 

both theoretical change index and expressive score, while number of clients seen weekly 

accounted for 2% of variance in operative score and for 4% of variance in attentional score.  

Where the theoretical change was the dependent variable, the model at Step 2 explained 

5% of the variance and the inclusion of rationalist commitment change into the model at the Step 

3 improved the model by 2%. Overall, the model explained %7 of the variance in the dependent 
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variable. Only for this model, constructivism difference score failed to account for significant 

levels of variance after the rationalism difference score was entered into the analysis. At the third 

step of this model, the F value for constructivism difference score could no longer meet the alpha 

of .01. 

For the other dependent variables of theoretical plurality, expressive, operative, and 

attentional, the models at the Step 2, at which the initial standings were entered into the model, 

accounted for a significant amount of variance in the dependent variables after controlling for the 

variance explained by gender, age, and average number of clients. The models accounted for 

variances in four dependent variables between 27% and 36%. At Step 3, the model accounted for 

a significant amount of variance in all of the four dependent variables after controlling for the 

variance explained by gender, age, average number of clients, and initial standings. The 

inclusion of constructivism difference scores into the model at Step 3 increased the accounted 

variances between 3% and 7%. The model at Step 4 accounted for a significant amount of 

variance only in three therapy style variables after controlling the variance explained by gender, 

age, average number of clients, initial standings, and constructivism difference scores. For the 

theoretical plurality, inclusion of rationalism difference scores failed to improve the variance 

explained in the dependent variable. For the three therapy style variables, the inclusion of 

rationalism difference into the model at Step 4 increased the accounted variances between 4% 

and 9%. The overall models accounted for variances in four dependent variables between 37% 

and 50%. 

To identify the location and direction of the effects on each of these dependent variables, 

we examined a standardized beta coefficient for each predictor. At the first step, the results 

indicated that age was positively related to participants’ ratings of their theoretical change across 
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the years of practice (β = 0.15), and negatively related to participants expressive scores (β = -

0.13). The standardized beta coefficients suggested that with increased age, participants tended 

to rate their theoretical change higher, and rate their expressive lower. Average number of clients 

seen weekly was negatively related to both operative and attentional scores (β = -0.13; β = -

0.15), suggesting that as participants’ caseload increased, they tended to rate their operative and 

attentional dimensions lower. 

The second step of the models for the current theoretical plurality, expressive, operative, 

and attentional variables, revealed that participants’ initial standing with these variables were 

positively related to the dependent variables. Initial ratings were positively related to current 

ratings of the variables; for theoretical plurality, β = 0.57, for expressive, β = 0.49, for operative, 

β = 0.60, and for attentional, β = 0.53. Higher initial ratings for the variables predicted higher 

scores for the current ratings of the variables.  

The next step of the models revealed that participants’ increasing adherence to 

constructivist epistemology were positively related to three of the dependent variables and 

negatively related to the other two. Increasingly higher constructivism scores were positively 

related to theoretical change index (β = 0.14), theoretical plurality (β = 0.21), and expressive (β = 

0.27), and negatively related to operative (β = -0.12) and attentional dimensions (β = -0.17). 

Consistent with our expectations, therapists’ increasing commitment to constructivist 

epistemology predicted increasing change in their theoretical orientation, as well as higher levels 

of theoretical plurality, emotional expressive, spontaneity in conducting therapy and broadened 

focus in gathering information in therapy in their current practice.  

The last step of the models revealed that therapists’ increasing adherence to rationalist 

epistemology was positively related to operative (β = 0.32) and attentional (β = 0.21) scores and 
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negatively related to the theoretical change index (β = -0.14), and to expressive scores (β = -

0.21). Therapists increasing commitment to rationalism predicted higher scores on operative (i.e. 

less spontaneous) and attentional (i.e. narrower focus), and lower scores on expressive and 

theoretical change index. As therapists’ commitments to rationalist epistemology increased, they 

tended to rate their current practice as low on theoretical orientation change, emotionally 

expressive, spontaneity and range of focus in information gathering. Therapists’ increasing 

commitment to rationalist epistemology failed to relate to their theoretical plurality scores. 

The addition of the rationalism difference score to the models revealed certain changes in 

the variance accounted by the constructivism difference scores for four dependent variables. Beta 

coefficients for constructivism difference score decreased for the variables of theoretical change, 

expressive, operative, and attentional once the rationalism difference scores were entered to the 

model. These changes are summarized at Table 4-8. For the theoretical change index, the decline 

in the beta coefficient resulted in failure for constructivism difference scores to significantly 

account for the variance on this dependent variable. The results indicated that the inclusion of 

both spectrums of epistemic commitment, constructivism as well as rationalism, strengthened 

our understanding of the complex interaction between therapists’ epistemic and professional 

change experiences. Moreover, the results suggested that change in therapists’ commitment to 

rationalist epistemology was a better predictor of operative and attentional scores compared to 

change in participants’ commitment to constructivist epistemology.  

The magnitudes of the effect sizes of the main analyses, between 0.07 and 0.98, correspond 

to small to large effects (Cohen, 1992). Obtained effect sizes suggested that results have some 

practical significance in addition to statistical significance for the variables of theoretical 

plurality and therapy style. Effect sizes suggested that constructivism and rationalism difference 
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scores accounted for 9% to 41% of the variability in the theoretical plurality and therapy style 

scores. On the other hand, effects sizes suggested limited practical significance for the theoretical 

change index. Constructivism and rationalism difference scores accounted for 4% of the 

variability in this variable. 

Table 4-1. Summary statistics of variables of interest. 

Variable N M SD Possible 
Range 

Sample 
Range Skewness Kurtosis n of 

items α 

Now  675 22.43 5.30 8-40 8-38 -0.05 -0.12 8 0.69 1. TAQ-R 
Then 673 24.46 5.25 8-40 8-39 -0.33  0.11 8 0.70 
Now  683 33.51 3.55 8-40 19-40 -0.53  0.46 8 0.58 2. TAQ-C 
Then 680 31.20 3.82 8-40 16-40 -0.32  0.49 8 0.64 

3. TCI  663   3.05 1.12 1-5 1-5 -0.20 -0.95 1 - 
Now  653 22.61 3.72 7-35 12-34  0.05 -0.00 7 - 4. TP Then 650 19.92 3.94 7-35 9-33  0.15 -0.22 7 - 
Now  630 41.26 6.41 9-63 22-60  0.02 -0.01 9 0.59 5. EX Then 628 36.61 6.43 9-63 15-59  0.12  0.40 9 0.57 
Now  659 27.49 5.78 6-42 8-42 -0.30 -0.15 6 0.66 6. EN Then 656 28.43 5.31 6-42 12-42 -0.30  0.19 6 0.61 
Now  660 21.64 4.20 6-42 7-35 -0.16  0.33 6 0.35 7. AT Then 659 24.16 4.60 6-42 10-37 -0.10  0.13 6 0.45 
Now  646 21.87 6.37 7-49 7-45 0.41  0.14 7 0.74 8. OP Then 646 23.57 6.97 7-49 7-47    0.40�     0.00� 7 0.75 

Note. TAQ-R = Therapist Assumption Scale - Rationalism; TAQ-C = Therapist Assumption 
Scale - Constructivism; TCI = Theoretical Change Index; TP = Theoretical plurality; EX = 
Expressive; EN = Engagement; AT = Attentional; OP = Operative; Now = Therapists’ current 
view of themselves today; Then = Therapists’ view of themselves when they first started 
practicing following the completion of their graduate training. 
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Table 4-2. Intercorrelations among the variables of interesta.  
Variable  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1. TAQ-R-Now ―               

2. TAQ-R-Then  0.7** ―              

3. TAQ-C-Now -0.2** -0.1** ―             

4. TAQ-C-Then -0.1* -0.3**  0.5** ―            

5. TCI -0.1  0.1  0.1* -0.1* ―           

6. TP-Now -0.1* -0.1*  0.3**  0.2**  0.1 ―          

7. TP-Then -0.1* -0.1**  0.1*  0.3** -0.2**  0.6** ―         

8. EX-Now -0.3** -0.2** . 03**  0.2**  0.1*  0.2**  0.1 ―        

9. EX-Then -0.2** -0.3**  0.1**  0.4** -0.1**  0.1  0.2**  0.5** ―       

10. EN-Now -0.2** -0.1**  0.1  0.0  0.0  0.1*  0.0  0.4**  0.2** ―      

11. EN-Then -0.2** -0.1**  0.1*  0.1  0.0  0.0  0.1  0.2**  0.3**  0.6** ―     

12. AT-Now  0.3**  0.3** -0.3** -0.2**  0.0 -0.2** -0.1* -0.3** -0.1**  0.0  0.0 ―    

13. AT-Then  0.2**  0.4**  0.0 -0.2**  0.2**  0.0 -0.1** -0.1 -0.3**  0.0  0.0  0.5** ―   

14. OP-Now  0.5**  0.3** -0.3** -0.2**  0.1 -0.1**  0.0 -0.3** -0.2** -0.2** -0.1**  0.5**  0.3** ―  

15. OP-Then  0.3**  0.5** -0.1** -0.3**  0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2** -0.3** -0.1 -0.1*  0.3**  0.5**  0.6** ― 
Note. TAQ-R = Therapist Assumption Scale - Rationalism; TAQ-C = Therapist Assumption 
Scale - Constructivism; TCI = Theoretical Change Index; TP = Theoretical plurality; EX = 
Expressive; EN = Engagement; AT = Attentional; OP = Operative; Now = Therapists’ current 
view of themselves today; Then = Therapists’ view of themselves when they first started 
practicing following the completion of their graduate training.  
aListwise N = 537;  
*p < .05 **p < .01 
 
Table 4-3. Repeated measures ANOVA summary table for perceived epistemic and stylistic 

commitment differences across time.  
Variable  N M SD Df F Partial eta-squared 
  Now Then Now Then    
1. TAQ-C  642 33.51 31.18 3.55 3.86 1,640 173.90** 0.22 
2. TAQ-R 636 22.47 24.47 5.30 5.29 1,634 107.78** 0.15 
3. EX 625 41.24 36.62 6.41 6.44 1,624 327.83** 0.34 
4. EN 491 27.49 28.40 5.80 5.32 1,489  0.25 0.00 
5. AT 482 21.61 24.06 4.19 4.53 1,479   12.09** 0.03 
6. OP 641 21.89 23.58 6.36 6.98 1,640   48.68** 0.07 
7. TP 649 22.60 19.91 3.72 3.94 1,648 395.92** 0.38 
Note. TAQ-R = Therapist Assumption Scale - Rationalism; TAQ-C = Therapist Assumption 
Scale - Constructivism; EX = Expressive; EN = Engagement; AT= Attentional; OP = Operative; 
TP = Theoretical plurality; Now = Therapists’ current view of themselves today; Then = 
Therapists’ view of themselves when they first started practicing following the completion of 
their graduate training. 
**p ≤ .001 
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Table 4-4. Repeated measures ANOVA summary table for perceived theoretical commitment 
differences across time.  

Variable  
N M SD Df F 

partial 
eta-

squared
  Now Then Now Then    
1. Cognitive 661 4.08 3.34 1.00 1.31 1,660   202.06** 0.23 
2. Behavioral 661 3.48 3.10 1.19 1.41 1,660 5,718.19** 0.07 
3. Humanistic – Existential – Gestalt 658 3.35 3.22 1.19 1.34 1,657   9.11 0.01 
4. Narrative/constructivist 652 2.44 1.92 1.32 1.15 1,651  163.32** 0.20 
5. Systemic – Family 659 3.13 2.82 1.21 1.30 1,658    43.89** 0.06 
6. Psychodynamic 660 3.05 2.98 1.38 1.50 1,659  2.46 0.00 
7. Feminist – Multicultural 659 3.10 2.54 1.29 1.33 1, 658 169.24** 0.21 
**p < .001 

Table 4-5. Current and initial theoretical orientation endorsements. 
Variable Valid Percentage 

 Now Then 
1. Cognitive 27.0 23.9 
2. Behavioral   4.7 12.4 
3. Humanistic – Existential – Gestalt   8.0 16.9 
4. Narrative/constructivist   4.2   1.5 
5. Systemic – Family   4.7   6.4 
6. Psychodynamic 17.1 26.5 
7. Feminist – Multicultural   2.1   1.1 
8. Integrationist 32.2 11.3 

 
Table 4-6. Post-hoc analyses examining the moderating effect of the theoretical commitment on 

perceived engagement differences across time. 

*p ≤ .01, **p < .001 

Main theoretical orientation Current  Initial  
 M F M F 

 Now Then  Now Then  
Cognitive 25.76 27.31 13.70** 26.57 27.20  2.12 
Behavioral 29.00 28.86   0.02 27.68 29.22 6.36*
Humanistic – Existential – Gestalt 28.49 28.88   0.28 27.24 28.81 9.72*
Narrative/Constructivist 29.01 27.61   2.11 32.06 26.63 6.87*
Systemic – Family 26.62 25.47   1.31 25.76 27.17  2.59 
Psychodynamic 28.83 29.34   1.08 29.18 29.47  0.51 
Feminist – Multicultural 30.73 28.40   1.87 27.15 29.44  0.98 
Integrationist 27.32 29.01 21.71** 26.25 27.70 5.63*
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Table 4-7. Hierarchical regression analyses showing amount of unique variance in therapists’ 
current professional standing accounted for by their initial standing and epistemic 
commitments.  

Variable β T R2 F df1 Df2 ΔR2 f2  
Dependent Variable: Theoretical Change Index 
Step 1         
  Gender  0.03   0.64       
  Age  0.15   3.27*       
  Weekly clients  0.04   0.87 0.03   4.49* 3 468 0.03 0.03 
Step 2         
  Gender  0.04   0.80       
  Age  0.15   3.23*       
  Weekly clients  0.04   0.80       
  Constructivism difference  0.14   3.17* 0.05   5.95** 4 467 0.02 0.05 
Step 3         
  Gender  0.04   0.91       
  Age  0.15   3.29*       
  Weekly clients  0.04   0.77       
  Constructivism difference  0.10   2.05       
  Rationalism difference -0.14  -2.86* 0.07   6.47** 5 466 0.02 0.07 
Dependent Variable: Theoretical Plurality Now 
Step 1         
  Gender -0.07  -1.44       
  Age  0.00   0.07       
  Weekly clients  0.07   1.50 0.01   1.34 3 461 0.01 0.01 
Step 2         
  Gender -0.01  -0.12       
  Age -0.01  -0.14       
  Weekly clients  0.01   0.34       
  Theoretical plurality Then  0.57 14.82** 0.33 56.35** 4 460 0.32 0.49 
Step 3         
  Gender  0.01   0.25       
  Age -0.01  -0.25       
  Weekly clients  0.00   0.09       
  Theoretical Plurality Then  0.61 16.03**       
  Constructivism difference  0.21   5.61** 0.37 54.37** 5 459 0.04 0.59 
Step 4         
  Gender  0.01   0.20       
  Age -0.01  -0.26       
  Weekly clients  0.00   0.12       
  Theoretical Plurality Then  0.61 16.04**       
  Constructivism difference  0.23   5.84**       
  Rationalism difference  0.06   1.60 0.37 45.89** 6 458 0.00 0.58 
Dependent Variable: Expressive Now 
Step 1         
  Gender -.040  -0.84       
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Table 4-7.  Continued. 
Variable β T R2 F Df1 df2 ΔR2 F2 
  Age -0.13  -2.75*       
  Weekly clients  0.10   2.04 0.03   4.24* 3 438 0.03 0.03 
Step 2          
  Gender -0.01  -0.30        
  Age -0.10  -2.31       
  Weekly clients  0.06   1.34        
  Expressive Then  0.49 11.90** 0.27 39.60** 4 437 0.24 0.36 
Step 3         
  Gender  0.01   0.17        
  Age -0.10  -2.49*        
  Weekly clients  0.04   1.13       
  Expressive Then  0.56 13.77**        
  Constructivism difference  0.27   6.74** 0.34 43.98** 5 436 0.07 0.50 
Step 4         
  Gender  0.02   0.37       
  Age -0.10  -2.50*       
  Weekly clients  0.04   1.02       
  Expressive Then  0.60 14.87**        
  Constructivism difference  0.22   5.26**        
  Rationalism difference -0.21  -5.01** 0.37 42.85** 6 435 0.04 0.59 
Dependent Variable: Operative Now 
Step 1         
  Gender  0.05   1.09       
  Age -0.06  -1.16       
  Weekly clients -0.13  -2.65* 0.02   2.99 3 447 0.02 0.02 
Step 2         
  Gender  0.03   0.84       
  Age  0.01   0.35       
  Weekly clients -0.06  -1.47       
  Operative Then  0.60 15.54** 0.36 63.82** 4 446 0.34 0.57 
Step 3         
  Gender  0.02   0.55       
  Age  0.03   0.68       
  Weekly clients -0.05  -1.25       
  Operative Then  0.64 16.98**       
  Constructivism difference -0.22  -5.81** 0.41 61.55** 5 445 0.05 0.69 
Step 4         
  Gender  0.01   0.39       
  Age  0.03   0.87       
  Weekly clients -0.03  -0.96       
  Operative Then  0.70 19.65**       
  Constructivism difference -0.12  -3.30*       
  Rationalism difference  0.32   8.71** 0.50 72.54** 6 444 0.09 0.98 
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Table 4.7.  Continued. 
Variable β T R2 F Df1 df2 ΔR2 F2 
Dependent Variable: Attentional Now 
Step 1         
  Gender  0.09   1.87       
  Age -0.11  -2.32       
  Weekly clients -0.15  -3.21** 0.04   5.88** 3 456 0.04 0.04 
Step 2          
  Gender  0.10   2.50        
  Age -0.03  -0.71       
  Weekly clients -0.12  -3.08*        
  Attentional Then  0.53 13.48** 0.31 51.59** 4 455 0.28 0.45 
Step 3         
  Gender  0.09   2.31        
  Age -0.02  -0.46        
  Weekly clients -0.12  -3.02*       
  Attentional Then  0.57 14.39**        
  Constructivism difference -0.17 -4.40** 0.34 46.80** 5 454 0.03 0.52 
Step 4         
  Gender  0.08   2.19        
  Age -0.01  -0.33       
  Weekly clients -0.11  -2.95*       
  Attentional Then  0.62 15.64**       
  Constructivism difference -0.11  -2.86*       
  Rationalism difference  0.21   5.24** 0.38 45.84** 6 453 0.04 0.61 

*p ≤ .01    **p < .001 
 

Table 4-8. Hierarchical regression beta coefficients for constructivism difference scores at steps 
2, 3, and 4. 

 Step 2/3 Step 3/4  
Dependent Variable β T β T 
Theoretical Change Index   0.14  3.17*   0.10   2.05 
Theoretical Plurality Now   0.21   5.61**   0.23    5.84** 
Expressive Now   0.27   6.74**   0.22   5.26** 
Operative Now  -0.22 -5.81**  -0.12  -3.30* 
Attentional Now  -0.17 -4.40**  -0.11  -2.86* 

*p < .01    **p < .001 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 

The discussion section is composed of three sub-sections. First, the hypotheses and 

findings of the study are summarized. Second, a detailed interpretation of the findings in the light 

of literature on epistemology and therapists’ professional experiences is provided. And last, 

limitations as well as implications of the present study and suggestions for future studies are 

presented. 

Summary of Results 

Overall, the results of the present study supported the primary hypotheses regarding the 

change processes of therapists’ epistemic commitment. Therapists’ ratings of their epistemic 

commitments reflected a greater current commitment to constructivism (Now) than when they 

began their careers (Then). Conversely, they perceived themselves as having become less 

committed to rationalist epistemology across the course of their practice. The data failed to find 

significant cohort effects for therapists’ initial epistemic commitments and their epistemic 

change scores. In other words, the data suggested that therapists’ perceived epistemic 

commitments, shifting towards greater constructivism (and less rationalism) across time, were 

not a function of when they entered the field, but rather reflected perceived changes across the 

course of their careers, regardless of the nature of their initial epistemic leanings.  

The results also supported the hypotheses regarding the therapists’ change processes in 

selected professional characteristics. These professional characteristics included their theoretical 

orientation, theoretical plurality, and expressive, operative and attentional dimensions of therapy 

styles. Therapists’ ratings of these characteristics indicated that they perceived themselves as 

becoming more pluralistic, i.e. integrationist, in their theoretical orientation, and more 

emotionally expressive, more operatively spontaneous, and broader in attention in their 
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therapeutic styles. The data failed to indicate an overall change in therapists’ perceived 

engagement style in therapy; post-hoc analyses (see below) extended our understanding of this 

finding. 

The results also suggested that perceived change in epistemology predicted therapists’ 

current professional standings after accounting for their initial standings. After accounting for 

therapists’ initial standings and rationalist-change scores, increase in therapists’ constructivist 

commitments predicted increased levels of adherence to theoretical integration and increased 

levels of emotional expressiveness, operative spontaneity, and attentional range of therapists. 

After accounting for therapists’ initial standings and constructivism-change scores, decrease in 

their rationalist commitments predicted increased change in theoretical commitments as well as 

increasing levels of emotional expressiveness, operative spontaneity, and attentional range of 

therapists.  

Epistemic Journey Constructions of Psychotherapists 

The field of psychology and particularly psychotherapy has changed dramatically over 

years (Farber, 2005). Mahoney (1995a, 1995b) considered epistemic change among the 

experiences of change that the field has experienced. Substantial anecdotal, conceptual, and case-

based information (such as Ellis, 1993, 1995; Goldfried, 2001a) supported Mahoney’s suggestion 

that the field of psychotherapy has become increasingly constructivist over the course of the last 

20 years. Mahoney (1995b) also noted that given the dialectical interaction between the field and 

its practitioners, changes in the field would impact the way psychotherapists’ practice and also 

perceive their practice, while their practice would impact the field, in return. 

The primary aim of the present study was to investigate whether psychotherapists perceive 

such an epistemic shift within themselves as a reflection of the epistemic shift in the field. We 
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specifically hypothesized increasing levels of perceived commitment to constructivist 

epistemology as therapists continued to develop across time. Results were consistent with this 

hypothesis. Therapists perceived an increase in their commitment to constructivist epistemology 

when they reflected on their initial and current perspectives. Their perceived change experiences 

also entailed a reduction in their commitment to rationalist epistemology across their practice.  

These findings can be interpreted analyzing Mahoney’s (1995a, 1995b) assumptions, as 

well as the available literature supporting Mahoney. The constructivist worldview assumes 

complexity and interdependency of human experiences and social systems. Therapies guided by 

constructivist epistemology are committed to appreciation of complexity, and in-depth 

processing of client emotions and experiences (Nagae & Nedate, 2001; Vasco, 1994; Viney, 

1994; Winter & Watson, 1999), and they tend to have higher levels of self-exploration, 

attendance to emotions, openness and tolerance in therapists (Neimeyer & Aksoy, 2005).   

Various prominent psychotherapists, such as Albert Ellis (1992a, 1999), Donald 

Meichenbaum (1993), Aaron Tim Back (2002; Bloch, 2004), and Michael Mahoney (1991), had 

suggested their increasing levels of constructivism implicitly in their descriptions of their own 

professional development across time, with practices becoming more eclectic and complex in 

relation to their work with their clients. At certain times, they explicitly identified their change 

processes as reflecting an epistemic shift and an increasing commitment to constructivist 

epistemology (Ellis, 1990, 1995; Meichenbaum, 1990; Mahoney, 2001).  

Studies conducted on therapists’ career developments also have recounted change 

processes that indicated the development of characteristics across years that might parallel 

increasing commitment to constructivist epistemology (Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2003). Increased 

practice and experience in the field translated to therapists’ increasing likelihood to reject 
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precisely defined realities and embrace complexity and flexibility in the ways they understood 

and reached out to their clients. The current study indicates that psychotherapists also perceive 

this trend of increasing commitment to constructivist epistemology within themselves.    

Rationalist and constructivist epistemologies are largely complementary and their 

differences reflect upon the way therapy is conceived and conducted (Lyddon, 1988; Mahoney & 

Gabriel, 1987; Mahoney & Lyddon, 1988). Rationalist epistemologies tend to assume a stable, 

single, universal reality and therapists’ commitment to rationalist epistemology translates into 

their practice with an aim to correct the client’s faulty cognitions of reality through a relatively 

straightforward approach (Nagae & Nedate, 2001; Vasco, 1994; Viney, 1994; Winter & Watson, 

1999). Higher levels of rationalist commitments were also linked to lower levels of self-

exploration, openness, and tolerance in therapists (Neimeyer & Aksoy, 2005).  

Career development studies have indicated that therapists tend to reject precisely defined 

realities, and embrace complexity and flexibility in the ways they conceptualized and conducted 

therapy over the course of their development as professional practitioners (Rønnestad & 

Skovholt, 2003). These changes are consistent with a greater alignment with constructivist 

commitments. We might expect that therapists’ increasing commitment to constructivist 

epistemologies across the course of their development would be associated with corresponding 

decreases in complementary epistemologies such as rationalism. Hence, the finding of perceived 

weakening in therapists’ rationalist commitments is consistent with overall increase in 

constructivist leanings in the current study.  

The current study reveals that lay psychotherapists also perceive this trend of increasing 

commitment to constructivist epistemology within themselves. When therapists reflected on their 

current and initial experiences, they observed an increase in their constructivist commitments 
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and a decrease in their rationalist commitments. Next, we investigated the degree to which cohort 

effects underlie epistemic changes of the therapists and the field.  

Cohort Effect on Perceived Changes on Epistemic Leanings 

Existing literature agrees that the field is shifting in its epistemic commitments (Mahoney, 

1995a, 1995b) and the current study provides support for this claim from the perspective of 

practicing psychotherapists. Changes in the field and the changes of its members are reciprocal. 

The change in the field impacts its existing members as well as those who enter the field 

recently, while the existing members’ change processes further impacts the field. As Farber et al. 

(2005) noted, the changes in the field impacts therapists such that those who enter the field at a 

certain time might be different than others who have entered the field at an earlier era. Therapists 

entering the field recently might differ from seasoned therapists in their motivations or 

aspirations (Farber et al., 2005). Similarly the epistemic commitments of those therapists who 

entered the field recently might be different than their seasoned colleagues as a part of the 

epistemic change of the field of psychotherapy. In fact, it can be suggested that the epistemic 

journey of the field with its increasingly post-modernist perspective can be a reflection of the 

recent cohorts’ greater commitment to constructivism and postmodernism.  

At the same time, a review of studies on career development of practitioners suggested that 

individual change processes of the members of the field are systematic in nature, are independent 

from the cohort to which practitioners belong to or their experience level (Rønnestad & 

Skovholt, 2003), and include themes of increasing commitment to constructivist epistemology. 

In other words, from the perspective of career development theories, the field’s epistemic 

journey might be a reflection of the therapists’ individual change processes. It is also possible 

that such individual change processes are subject to cohort effects such that certain groups of 
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practitioners who entered the field at a certain era might have a different epistemic journey due 

to the nature of the field at that time.  

Given the lack of empirical literature on this topic, the current study aimed to provide an 

initial understanding of the complex dynamics underlying the field’s and therapists’ epistemic 

shift. The current study explored to what extent the perceived epistemic shifts can be attributed 

to cohort effect facilitated by the more recent infusion of post-modern therapists to the field 

versus the perceived individual change processes of psychotherapists across time. Within the 

limits of the current study, we focused our attention to two specific areas that might shed light on 

the proposed question. First, we examined whether or not different cohort groups predicted 

differences in the levels of therapists’ initial levels of constructivist commitments. If cohort 

effects were strong, this might suggest that the overall shift in the field towards greater 

constructivism was due to the more infusion of new therapists into the field, who carried with 

them greater constructivist commitments. Relatedly, we examined the data to see whether the 

different cohort groups predicted the ways in which therapists changed in their epistemic shifts, 

in order to understand the degree to which the entry year to profession colors the epistemic 

change processes of therapists (did older, or younger therapists change more, for example?).  

The results failed to suggest significant cohort effects either for therapists’ initial epistemic 

commitments or for their epistemology change scores. Therapists’ initial commitment to 

constructivism, as they construed it, has been similar across the years of entry to the field. Hence 

our data indicates that the field’s increasing commitment to constructivist epistemology cannot 

be explained via the influx of those therapists with post-modern tendencies and/or trainings. 

Therapists’ initial commitment to rationalism has also been similar across years suggesting that 
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therapists’ epistemic commitments at the time that they have entered the field cannot be 

differentiated by the time in which they have entered the field.  

Data also failed to support if therapists’ year of entry to the field colored their epistemic 

journey. For the group of therapists in this study, therapists’ change in their epistemic 

commitments was independent from the era in which they have been trained and entered the 

profession. The results failed to support the notion that cohort effects might underlie epistemic 

change processes of therapists and of the field.  

Overall the obtained results may imply that therapists’ individual processes play a 

dominant role in therapists’ epistemic journey rather than the cohort effects. This is consistent 

with our review of the career development literature, where greater constructivist commitment 

appeared to be a part of practitioners’ professional change processes. For instance, Rønnestad 

and Skovholt (2003) suggested that therapists’ career development involved increased 

conceptualization of knowledge as a construction and decreased use of precisely defined realities 

in understanding clients, which are not only consistent with constructivist perspective, but also 

indicative of increasing commitment to constructivist epistemology across the therapists’ course 

of practice.  

Theoretical and Stylistic Change Constructions of Psychotherapists 

Change concerning therapists is not limited to their personal epistemologies but includes 

professional attributes as well. When they reflected on their initial and current experiences, 

therapists revealed change in certain professional aspects such as theoretical plurality and 

therapy style.  

Theoretical Change 

Theoretical change across practice is considered a widespread experience for contemporary 

psychotherapists (DeAngelis, 2006, p. 59). This trend was also evident in the current study. 
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Overall, therapists perceived statistically significant and modestly robust increases in their 

commitments to cognitive, constructivist, and feminist-multicultural therapies. There were also 

significant increases in behavioral, and decreases in commitment to systemic-family therapies, 

although these changes were failed to be robust, as suggested by their low effect size indices. 

When therapists were asked to identify one theoretical orientation as their primary orientation, a 

similar trend has emerged where commitments to cognitive, narrative-constructivist, feminist-

multicultural and integrationist perspectives strengthened over time. These results are consistent 

with the current trends where cognitive, constructivist, multicultural, and integrationist theories 

are more prevalent for therapists as their main base (Norcross et al., 2002).   

The most notable change in the realm of theoretical orientation is the field’s increasing 

openness to theoretical integration and technical eclecticism (Goldfried, 2001a; Norcross et al., 

2002; Norcross, 2005). One of the aims of the present study was to investigate whether 

psychotherapists perceive such a theoretical shift within themselves. We specifically 

hypothesized increasing levels of perceived theoretical plurality as therapists developed across 

time. Results consistently supported this hypothesis. Therapists reported statistically and 

clinically significant increases in the variety of theoretical orientations that they employed in 

their practice. 

Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) provided an explanation for therapists’ theoretical shift 

that mostly entails integration of a number of theoretical orientations. Increasing practice in 

psychotherapy enhances the congruity between therapists’ personality and their the ways in 

which they conduct therapy. Therapists’ changing their theoretical orientation can be an indicator 

of such an increased integration and congruency. Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) further 

suggested that as therapists’ theoretical adherence shifted, their therapy style may shift in certain 
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ways. Next, we summarize what the current study revealed about therapists’ perceived change 

experiences in the ways in which they conduct therapy.  

Stylistic Change 

 Preliminary evidence suggesting the change in therapy style across the years of practice 

was provided by Castañeiras et al.’s (2006) study where expert and beginner therapists showed 

differences in certain aspects of their therapy styles. Therapist professional development studies 

(Jennings & Skovholt, 1999; Martin et al., 1989; Rønnestad & Skovholt, 2003; Skovholt & 

Jennings, 2004) and personal narratives of seasoned therapists (Goldfried, 2001a) also supported 

the assumption that therapists’ styles might change with experience.   

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether psychotherapists perceive such 

stylistic shifts within themselves and to provide further support for the existing literature. We 

specifically hypothesized increasingly higher levels of perceived expressive and engagement 

scores, and lower levels of perceived operative and attentional scores as therapists became more 

experienced. In other words, we expected therapists to perceive themselves to have increased in 

their (a) expressing emotions to their clients, (b) commitment to therapy and clients, (c) 

spontaneity in the way of implementing intervention, and (d) range of attention when gathering 

information from clients.  

Results supported three of the four hypotheses. Therapists reported increases in their 

expressive and decreases in their operative and attentional dimensions of therapy styles. In other 

words, across the course of their practice therapists perceived statistically significant and robust 

increases in their emotional closeness and expressiveness to their clients, increases in the 

spontaneity with which they conducted therapy and increases in the range of attention and 

activity in gathering information. Results failed to indicate any change in therapists’ degree of 
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commitment to therapy and engagement with clients, i.e. engagement dimension of therapy 

styles.  

The obtained results were mostly consistent with the literature. Castañeiras et al.’s (2006) 

study on differences between expert and beginner therapists in therapy style, therapist 

professional development studies (Jennings & Skovholt, 1999; Martin et al., 1989; Rønnestad & 

Skovholt, 2003; Skovholt & Jennings, 2004), and personal narratives of seasoned therapists 

(Goldfried, 2001a) concluded that therapists become more emotionally expressive, operatively 

spontaneous, and broader in their therapeutic attention across the course of their practice.   

Castañeiras et al. (2006) found that expert therapists who were identified with cognitive 

orientation were more emotionally closed towards their clients compared to beginners. 

Additionally, Jennings & Skovholt (1999; Skovholt & Jennings, 2004) described master 

therapists as having strong emotional skills such as emotional receptiveness, ability to attend to 

self and other’s emotions and recognition of the ways in which their own emotions impact their 

work. These findings supported the findings noting that therapists perceived their emotional 

expressiveness to strengthen over the course of their practice.    

Castañeiras et al. (2006) found that expert integrative therapists were more spontaneous 

in implementing interventions compared to beginners. Likewise, Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) 

suggested that as therapists matured, they gradually developed an internally-based flexible 

professional functioning. This inferred flexibility across professional development was aligned 

with the findings that expert therapists were more spontaneous in implementing interventions. 

The narrations of 16 experienced psychotherapists also described their process of breaking free 

from their original teachings and developing integrative, expansive, pliable ways of being and 

doing in their therapeutic work (Goldfried, 2001a). Overall, the results of our study support the 
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broader literature regarding therapists’ increasing spontaneity over the course of their 

professional development and practice.  

Castañeiras et al. (2006) found that beginning integrative and psychoanalytic therapists 

endorsed a significantly narrower focus and search for a specific realm of knowledge than their 

expert counterparts. Experienced therapists tended to conceptualize their clients at a broader 

level and in a more inclusive manner (Martin et al., 1989). The internally-based flexible 

professional functioning of expert therapists was also aligned with therapists’ being more 

broadly focused and open-minded while listening to client material. In their narrations, 

practitioners also reflected on their professional change processes where they have increased in 

flexibility, and broadened their understanding and appreciation of client concerns (Goldfried, 

2001a). Overall, the finding of therapists’ increasing range of attention in information gathering 

across their practice is consistent with the literature. Yet, it is important to note the low reliability 

rates obtained for the current and initial attentiveness scores since these rates raise questions 

regarding the validity and interpretation of the obtained findings.  

We expected therapists to report increased commitment to therapy and to their clients 

across their practice, yet the data failed to support our expectations of increased engagement 

scores across years. One plausible explanation may be the relatively high initial ratings of 

engagement dimension of therapy style. Within the possible range of 6 to 42, participants’ 

average engagement-now score was 27.49 and engagement-then score was 28.40. Although there 

was potential for them to score higher, no other dimensions of therapy style in the study has 

passed the 65 to 67 % rating figure that was achieved by the engagement scores. In other words, 

the data’s failure to indicate any increase in engagement dimension of therapy style might stem 

from the fact that therapists perceived themselves highly committed to therapy and engaged with 
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their clients starting the beginning of their careers, leaving less of a room for growth or increase 

on this domain. The ceiling effect may also explain the reduction on the average of the 

engagement score from then to now, although this difference failed to be clinically significant. If 

therapists had hit the maximum of their care and concern for their clients starting their careers, 

they might experience a slight decline in their engagement level across the course of their 

practice. 

Castañeiras et al.’s (2006) study may also aid our understanding of the data’s failure to 

support our hypothesis regarding increased therapist engagement across practice. Specifically, 

Castañeiras et al.’s (2006) study indicated that differences across experience levels emerged for 

the dimension of engagement only for those therapists who were identified as integrationist, but 

not for psychoanalytic or cognitive therapists. In our analyses, we investigated the change 

experiences of all participated therapists without controlling for their theoretical commitment, 

and that might have masked the therapy style changes for therapists with specific theoretical 

commitments.  

Post-hoc analyses were utilized to investigate if differences across experience levels 

emerge for the dimension of engagement only for those therapists with certain theoretical 

orientation. Data confirmed the interaction between theoretical commitments and time on 

therapists’ levels of engagement. For therapists that identify their current theoretical commitment 

as cognitive and integrative, engagement levels have declined across their practice while no 

significant changes appear for therapists with other theoretical commitments. For therapists that 

identified their initial theoretical orientation as behavioral, humanistic-existentialist-gestalt, and 

integrative, engagement levels have declined across their practice. For therapists that identified 

their initial theoretical orientation as narrative/constructivist, their engagement levels seemed to 
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increase across their practice. Possible explanations of these effects were drawn from the 

literature.  

Overall, findings supported the explanation that therapists’ stylistic changes may be 

moderated by their theoretical commitments (Castañeiras et al., 2006), masking the engagement 

changes when combining responses of therapists with different theoretical commitments. The 

obtained results revealed that the therapy style changes happen in a complicated fashion, where 

different theoretical orientations, currently held or held in the past, may impact perceived 

changes in therapy styles in different ways.  

While Castañeiras et al. found that expert level integrationist therapists had higher levels of 

engagement scores than beginners, our findings indicate that therapists who were initially or 

currently identified their theoretical orientation as integrative perceived themselves to have 

decreasing levels of engagement across years. The difference might be a result of the 

methodological differences between the two studies. First, the two studies differ in the ways in 

which therapists’ theoretical commitments were determined. Castañeiras et al. assigned 

theoretical orientation to the therapists who participated based on their descriptions of how they 

conduct therapy; on the other hand, in the current study, it was the participants themselves 

(rather than the researchers) who identified their main theoretical commitments with no 

descriptions of how they conduct therapy or what these orientations that they selected 

particularly mean to them. Second, the two studies differed in the number of theoretical 

orientations that were included in the analyses. Castañeiras et al. grouped theoretical orientation 

into 3 orientations; on the other hand, the current study expanded the options to 7 orientations 

that might have captured the complexity of the interaction in-depth. Third, the two studies differ 

in their comparison groups and conducted analyses. Castañeiras et al. compared expert 
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therapists’ therapy style to beginner level therapists’ therapy style, where beginner was defined 

as therapists with up to 5 years of experience and experts as therapists with 15 years of 

experience or more. However, the current study compared the same therapists’ ratings of their 

initial and current therapy style that included an average of 20 years of experience (ranging from 

1 year to 52 years).  

Decreasing levels of engagement that were found for therapists who were initially 

committed to behavioral, humanistic, integrative and currently committed to cognitive and 

integrative therapies was mostly inconsistent with the literature. But this finding may be 

explained with the literature of therapist distress and burnout.  Conducting psychotherapy can be 

a distressing endeavor due to various sources of distress ranging from economic uncertainty to 

working with complex issues where it is difficult to define success (Kramen-Kahn & Hansen, 

1998). Conducting therapy has been recognized among factors contributing to the burnout 

(Kestnbaum, 1984; Grosch & Olsen, 1994) that has been defined as “to fail, wear out, or become 

exhausted by making excessive demands on energy, strength or resources” (Freudenberger, 

1974, p. 159). Depersonalization that refers to uncaring and unfeeling attitudes towards others, 

especially clients was identified among the central features of burnout (Maslach, Jackson, & 

Leiter, 1996). The reduced commitment to therapy and clients may be related to an increase in 

therapists’ depersonalization experience that may follow the taxing years of practice.  

It is important to note that previous research on burnout has failed to demonstrate a direct 

relation between burnout experience and theoretical orientation (Raquepaw & Miller, 1989). Yet 

researchers argue that certain therapeutic approaches can be contributing to the therapists’ levels 

of stress through their demands and effectiveness (Horner, 1993). Similarly, our findings of 

decreased levels of engagement for therapists with initial commitments to behavioral, 
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humanistic, integrative therapy, and current commitments to cognitive and integrative therapy 

might be a result of the distress and minor experiences of burnout for participated therapists.   

The hypothesis of the study that predicted increasing levels of engagement across practice 

was supported only for the therapists who were identified their initial theoretical orientation as 

narrative/constructivist. Those therapists were the only group of therapists in the study that 

perceived their commitment to therapy and clients increasing across the years of their practice. 

The nature of narrative-constructivist therapies can be explored to understand this outcome. 

Constructivist therapies refrain from one-way construction of the etiology and cure of the client 

concerns, they promote experiential as well as cognitive growth, and they value a highly 

humanized relationship with clients that is subjective, personal and emotional (Mahoney & 

Gabriel, 1987; Mahoney, Lyddon & Alford, 1989). These qualities can buffer against the distress 

of conducting therapy and can facilitate therapists’ commitment to therapy and their levels of 

engagement with their clients as they have been seasoned in their practice (Freudenberger, 1974; 

Norcross, 2000). 

Overall, our results concur with Castañeiras et al.’s (2006) study and therapist career 

development studies that therapists become skillful in communicating their emotions, relax in 

their style and become more spontaneous in the way they operate as therapists and broaden their 

attentional focus in collecting data as they season in the profession and gain expertise. Change in 

therapists’ levels of engagement was more complex for therapists such that their theoretical 

orientations colored their change experiences. For therapists currently identified with cognitive 

and integrative orientations, and initially identified with behavioral, humanistic-existentialist-

gestalt and integrative orientations, engagement levels reportedly declined across their practice. 
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Our initial hypothesis of increasing engagement across practice held true only for those 

therapists who were initially identified with narrative/constructivist orientation. 

Association between Epistemic and Professional Change Constructions 

 Epistemology has been associated with certain schools of thought and theoretical 

orientations (Lyddon, 1989a; Lyddon & Adamson, 1992; Neimeyer et al., 1993; Neimeyer & 

Morton, 1997; Schacht & Black, 1985).  Epistemology has also been associated with the ways in 

which therapists conducted therapy (Nagae & Nedate, 2001; Vasco, 1994; Viney, 1994; Winter 

& Watson, 1999), including the therapy style dimensions of expressive, engagement, operative, 

and attentional (Neimeyer & Saferstein, 2006).  

The literature indicated that epistemic, theoretical and stylistic commitments were 

associated. The current study indicated that therapists’ epistemic, theoretical, and stylistic 

commitments were perceived to change across the course of their practice. Given that “change of 

any sort can facilitate other changes” (Stricker, 2001, p. 79), we intended to explore if epistemic 

change accounts for or aligns with therapists’ theoretical and stylistic change experiences.  

We hypothesized that increases in therapists’ constructivist commitments would predict (1) 

greater changes in their theoretical orientation throughout their career; (2) greater adherence to 

theoretical integration and eclecticism; and (3) therapy styles marked by higher levels of 

expressiveness, client engagement, attentional focus and operative spontaneity. Since the data 

failed to indicate engagement differences across the years of practice, we excluded this variable 

from the analyses. Results were mostly consistent with our expectations. After accounting for 

demographic variables and initial standings, therapists’ increasing commitment to constructivist 

epistemology predicted high ratings for theoretical orientation change scale, as well as higher 

levels of theoretical plurality, higher levels of emotional expressiveness and operative 
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spontaneity in conducting therapy and broader focus in gathering information in therapy in their 

current practice.  

Although no specific predictions were made, the ways in which changes in rationalist 

commitments predict therapists’ professional standings were also investigated. Results suggested 

that therapists’ increasing commitment to rationalist epistemology predicted lower ratings on 

theoretical orientation change scale, lower levels of emotional expressiveness and operative 

spontaneity and narrower focus in information gathering. Rationalist change scores accounted for 

the variance in these variables even after the constructivist change scores were entered into 

analyses, suggesting that, taken together, therapists’ epistemic journeys better explained the ways 

in which therapists ended up on their theoretical and stylistic dimensions than did either 

epistemic orientation alone. 

Overall, epistemological change processes predicted where therapists have reached in their 

theoretical and stylistic commitments even after accounting for their initial commitments. These 

results are consistent with the literature. The findings are explored in depth, first for theoretical 

and next for stylistic commitments of therapists. 

Epistemic and Theoretical Change  

Epistemology has been associated with theoretical orientation. Not only certain epistemic 

commitments were conceptually tied to certain theoretical orientations (Lyddon, 1991), but also 

epistemic commitments accounted for therapists’ theoretical orientation preferences (Lyddon, 

1989a; Lyddon & Adamson, 1992; Neimeyer et al., 1993; Neimeyer & Morton, 1997; Schacht & 

Black, 1985). The results of the current study supported and extended the relationship between 

theoretical orientation and epistemology by indicating that as therapists have perceived greater 

commitment to constructivism across the course of their practice, they indicated higher levels of 

theoretical orientation change and higher levels of theoretical plurality.  
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Those therapists, who shift in their epistemic journey towards increased constructivism 

tended to experience more change in their theoretical commitments and they were more likely to 

integrate a variety of theoretical orientations in their conceptualizations. Constructivist 

metatheory recognizes the complexity of human processes (Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987). 

Similarly, higher levels of constructivist commitments predicted higher levels of self-

exploration, openness, and tolerance in therapists (Neimeyer & Aksoy, 2005).  

Therapists’ becoming increasingly constructivist might mean increasing appreciation of the 

complexity of human processes, increasing tolerance for the complexity and increasing openness 

to integrate different perspectives on their part. Such changes, then, would be consistent with 

their openness to change the ways in which they have framed their work and to integrate a 

variety of theoretical orientations in their therapeutic work. As therapists’ constructivist 

commitments grow stronger, their openness for sampling different theoretical orientations and 

for integrating different orientations might grow stronger. 

It is significant to note that the current study establishes an association between the field’s 

two significant trends, namely its increasing commitment to constructivist epistemology 

(Mahoney, 1995a, 1995b) and theoretical integration (Goldfried, 2001a; Norcross et al., 2002; 

Norcross, 2005). Although it is beyond the scope of this project to attain causality to this 

interaction, it is most likely that a dialectical relationship exists between these trends. As 

therapists’ embraces the complexity human change processes, they might utilize complementary 

orientations in junction to facilitate clients’ change processes. The constructivist mindset would 

allow therapists to combine various orientations in idiosyncratic ways. Increasing theoretical 

plurality, in return, might lead to increased appreciation of diversity and complexity of involved 

processes, and hence may solidify therapists’ constructivist commitments.  
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On the other hand, participants who shifted in their epistemic journey towards increasing 

rationalism tended to experience less theoretical orientation change. The nature of rationalistic 

epistemology can be defined as relatively determined, definitive, and confident in understanding 

and helping clients (Mahoney & Gabriel, 1987). Similarly, higher levels of rationalist 

commitments predicted lower levels of self-exploration and openness in therapists (Neimeyer & 

Aksoy, 2005). Hence, therapists with increasing rationalist commitments might be less 

compelled to explore other theoretical orientations and change their theoretical commitments.  It 

is also important to note that the data indicated a decrease in rationalist epistemology in general 

which would translate to further increase in practitioners’ theoretical change experiences.  

Rationalism change experience did not account for the degree to which therapists have 

integrated different theoretical orientations. For our participants, changes in their rationalistic 

commitments did not translate to their tendency to integrate a number of theoretical orientations. 

Considering the nature of the rationalist epistemology, one might expect to find decreasing 

plurality with increasingly higher levels of commitment to rationalism. The failure of the data to 

indicate such might be a result of other influences dominating the field. For instance, increasing 

valuing for and occurrence of theoretical integration might have outweighed the possible impact 

of rationalist epistemology despite the nature of rationalist epistemology might conflict with the 

use of a variety of lenses in conceptualizing therapy.  

Epistemic and Stylistic Change 

Epistemology has been associated with therapy style. Therapists conducting rationalist and 

constructivist therapies differed in the way they set the direction of the therapy, related to client, 

and conceptualized and worked through clients’ emotional distress, relapse and regression 

(Nagae & Nedate, 2001; Vasco, 1994; Viney, 1994; Winter & Watson, 1999). Moreover, 
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therapists with different epistemic commitments appeared to have different styles in their 

therapeutic closeness, focus, engagement, and spontaneity (Neimeyer & Saferstein, 2006). 

The results of the current study supported and extended the relationship between therapy 

style and epistemology by indicating that therapists’ epistemic journey predicted their current 

stylistic standings. As therapists have perceived greater commitment to constructivism across the 

course of their practice, they indicated higher levels of emotional expressiveness with clients, 

higher levels of spontaneity in conducting therapy and broader focus in gathering information. 

Moreover, perceived decrease in their commitment to rationalism across the course of their 

practice accounted for additional variance in predicting higher levels of expressiveness and 

spontaneity and broader focus.  

These findings are consistent with the literature investigating the relationship between 

epistemology and therapy style. Expressive, operative, and attentional dimensions of therapy 

style have been associated therapists’ epistemic commitments. Neimeyer and Saferstein (2006) 

established that higher constructivist commitments related to higher levels of expressive (i.e. 

increased emotional openness and closeness to clients), lower levels of operative (i.e. increased 

operative spontaneity in conducting therapy) and lower levels of attentional (i.e. broader range of 

attention in therapeutic information gathering).  

Other studies further supported the link between epistemology and therapy style. With 

respect to expressive dimension, Viney (1994) suggested that therapists conducting constructivist 

cognitive therapies tended to acknowledge their clients’ negative emotions more compared to 

rationalist cognitive therapists. Moreover, Winter and Watson (1999) suggested that 

constructivist therapists might tend to be more communicative of unconditional positive regard 

to their clients than rationalist therapists. With respect to operative dimension, Vasco (1994) 
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established that more the therapists are committed to constructivist epistemology, less they lean 

on therapeutic structure and direction.  

Overall, our data extended the translation of epistemology into practice by suggesting that 

therapists’ epistemic journey in the form of increasing commitment to constructivism and 

decreasing commitment to rationalism would account for where therapists finalized their journey 

on expressive, operative, and attentional dimensions of therapy style.  

Discussion of how our findings are supported by the literature may be strengthened by 

utilizing the literature associating therapists’ personal characteristics with their epistemic 

commitments where higher levels of constructivist commitments predicted higher levels of self-

exploration, attending to emotions, ambiguity tolerance and openness in therapists, and yet 

higher rationalism scores predicted lower levels of these characteristics (Neimeyer & Aksoy, 

2005). Therapists’ personal characteristics may facilitate therapists’ change processes. For 

instance, increasingly constructivist therapists may tend to have strengthened commitment to 

self-understanding as well as attendance to their emotional processes, which might facilitate their 

emotional expressiveness in the session and emotional closeness to their clients as well. 

Similarly, those who are more increasingly open to and tolerant of ambiguity may be more likely 

to welcome a broad attention to variety of areas and concerns in their information gathering 

processes and may operate with increasing spontaneity in their therapeutic work.  

Therapists’ increasing commitment to constructivism and decreasing commitment to 

rationalism, then, may translate to higher levels of expressive, operative, and attentional through 

facilitating individual change processes that might relate to stylistic commitments (and future 

studies can explore this). Overall, the finding that increased constructivism predicts emotional 

expressiveness, spontaneity and range of attention positively across the course of therapists’ 
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practice seems to be consistent with the personal characteristics that mirrors the assumptions of 

constructivist epistemologies. 

 It is important to note that when both epistemologies were entered into the analyses, the 

results were more robust and somewhat different than the results of analyses with only 

constructivist epistemology. For instance, after including rationalist commitment change score, 

constructivist commitment change score lost some of its power to account for the variance in the 

professional variables of interest. For theoretical change index, the change was substantial 

enough for the constructivism-change score to lose its statistical significance. Moreover, 

rationalist-change journey of therapists seemed to be a better predictor of operative and 

attentional dimensions of therapy style than their constructivist-journey. Decrease in rationalist 

commitment across therapists’ course of practice predicted the increase in spontaneity and range 

of focus much strongly than increase in constructivist commitment did.  

Our focus on the distinction between constructivist and rationalist epistemologies aimed to 

enhance our understandings of the ways in which epistemological change accounted for 

professional commitments. As Mahoney (1995b) suggested, our interest was on “the potential 

contribution that rationalist-constructivist contrast may offer to emerging theory and research 

relating the cognitive sciences and clinical services” (p. 9). Complementary ways of acquiring 

and evaluating knowledge and understanding the world are equally valuable (Lyddon, 1989b), 

and as it is shown in this study, the rationalist-constructivist contrast serves us with a better 

understanding of how epistemic worldview relates to theoretical and stylistic commitments.   

Limitations 

In this section, we noted some significant sampling, instrumental, procedural and 

methodological limitations of this study that might have hindered the external validity of the 
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findings. First, the obtained data might have been provided by a biased sample and its 

generalizability must be questioned. Those who volunteered to participate in this study might 

have been different from non-volunteers in the characteristics of interest as indicated by the 

behavioral research (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991). Furthermore, the collecting data via Internet 

through online survey may have widened the gap between those who volunteered to participate 

and those who did not. However, research failed to find difference in participant responses when 

compared to online data collection methods to paper-pencil methods (Gosling et al., 2004).  

We cannot determine the representativeness of our population as a sample due to the 

information restrictions as well as the snowballing that might have happened through invited 

professionals forwarding the invitation email to other colleagues. Yet, our population that was 

mainly composed of practitioner psychologists has a strong resemblance to the demographic 

make-up of the members of the American Psychological Association (APA) that identified 

themselves as practitioners (http://research.apa.org/prac_profile_12-7-07.pdf, 2007). In 2007, 

APA members reported to be approximately 57.8% female and 42.2% male, and similarly 59.5% 

of the population of the current study was female and 40.5% of the sample was male. APA 

members’ mean age was reported as 50.4 (SD = 10.7), and in the current study, the mean age of 

participants was 50.36 (SD = 11.7), which is again comparable. Ethnicities in the current study 

were Caucasian, 88.6% (vs. 93.3% of APA), Hispanic, 3.6% (vs. 2.7%), African-

American/Black, 2.4% (vs. 1.3%), Asian-American, 1.2% (vs. 1.8%), and multiracial, 1.2% (vs. 

0.6%). Such similarities in the demographic composition of a part of the sample (i.e. 

psychologists) and obtained population is encouraging with respect to external validity of the 

obtained findings.  
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 Generalizability of the findings was hampered by the self-report nature of the present 

study. Self-reports are subject to distortion and social desirability. The postmodern zeitgeist 

might prompt therapists to provide answers in line with the constructivist viewpoint even though 

they might not have internalized this standpoint or transferred their assumptions to therapy room. 

Moreover, self-reports may not correlate well with the participants’ actual behavior or 

experience (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991). It is important to consider that what therapists claim 

they do in therapy setting might be quite different from what they actually do. The personal 

narrations of certain well-known therapists could facilitate our understanding in this matter. For 

instance, Albert Ellis noted repeatedly that he was committed to constructivist epistemology and 

his therapy was constructivist in nature. Yet other researchers such as Mahoney and 

Meichenbaum (see Zeig, 1992) had suggested that a closer inspection to the basic assumptions 

and operations of REBT, and Ellis’s himself, indicated the contrary. The variables of interest in 

the current study such as epistemic commitment, theoretical orientation and therapy style are 

subject to such “misconstructions” where self-reports do not correlate with behavior. 

The current study asks participants to provide self-reports for not only their current 

experiences but also for their experiences that took place during the time frame that they have 

first started practice after graduation from their highest degree. Hence the limitations of self-

report studies might have been further complicated by memory biases. The literature on 

cognitive psychology, specifically on recall, indicated that our memory is far from impartial and 

subject to bias (Schacter, 1999). Certain facts can be “construed” as years move on and more 

experience is gained. Hence, it must be clear to our reader that this study is based on the 

constructions of professional practitioners as they had “recalled” themselves to be in their 
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professional start point and as of today, and caution must be exerted while interpreting the 

obtained findings to not to equate these findings as “the reality” of the practitioners.  

Another significant methodological limitation of the study is the number and nature of the 

measures employed to collect the data regarding the variables of interest. Our understanding of 

how therapists’ epistemic journeys parallel their professional journey could be improved through 

employing additional measures or indicators of therapy style and theoretical orientation as well 

as measures of other professional variables. Providing an operational definition for the 

theoretical orientations cited on the survey would also further the depth in which we interpreted 

the findings. Such engagements would also enhance the validity and viability of the findings. 

Another limiting factor to the current study is its efforts to approximate a longitudinal 

research question through a cross-sectional research design. Although collecting data regarding 

the times that practitioners first started their professional journey provides us with a quasi-

longitudinal data, the present study was far from detailing practitioners’ journey, which threatens 

its validity. Moreover, we have data regarding the two positions across therapists’ practice with 

little or no information regarding the trajectories that took place between their initial and current 

experiences. Ideally, the inquiries posed in this study would be answered by longitudinal studies 

with multiple data collection points. The logistical difficulties and limitations associated with the 

longitudinal studies did not allow us to conduct a longitudinal study where we would be able to 

track psychotherapists from the beginning of their practice for years. Such studies are needed in 

the future to deepen our understanding of practitioners’ epistemic and professional journey.  

It is also important to note that the obtained findings are simply associations between the 

variables of interest and do not imply causal relationships. For instance, perceived decrease in 

therapists’ rationalist commitment was associated with increase in their theoretical change 
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experiences; however we cannot claim that change in therapists’ epistemologies cause them to 

have increasing experiences of theoretical change. Obtained results only suggest relationship, not 

necessarily causality.  

Significance and Directions for Future Research 

Despite the apparent limitations detailed above, the present study is an important addition 

to the current literature on epistemology and psychotherapist experiences for a variety of reasons. 

In this section, first we highlight the contributions of this study to the field and then we explore 

the directions that future research can pursue following the lead of this study. 

The current study is the first study investigating therapists’ epistemic journey. Our findings 

present empirical support for the claims of Mahoney (1995a, 1995b) and extend the literature on 

epistemology as participated therapists perceived themselves to become increasingly 

constructivist and decreasingly rationalist across the course of their practice. The current study 

also presents a preliminary empirical exploration for the dynamics underlying therapists’ 

epistemic shifts. Specifically, it suggests that therapists’ career development trajectories, rather 

than their year of entry to the profession, color their epistemic journey. Moreover, it provides the 

first empirical argument against the claim that the field’s increasing commitment to 

constructivism is a reflection of the infusion of therapists with stronger constructivist 

commitments. This study also extends our understanding of the ways in which therapists’ 

epistemic journey is related to their professional experiences, specifically their theoretical and 

stylistic commitments.   

As Meichenbaum (1993) suggested, the story on which the theory and practice of 

psychotherapy has been based “continues to unfold and to change” (p. 204). Field continues to 

rely increasingly constructivist principles, cultural values and theoretical integration (Goldfried, 
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2001a; Norcross et al., 2002; Norcross, 2005; Norcross, Hedges, & Prochaska, 2002). 

Recognizing the ways in which our understanding of the world, clinical practice and change 

processes are linked to one another would be beneficial given the continuing change that the 

field as well as its members experience. 

This study also supports the claims of Mahoney (1995b) who suggested focusing on the 

ways in which rationalist-constructivist contrast may be useful for clinical work and studies. 

Constructivism and rationalism presents complementary ways of acquiring and evaluating 

knowledge and understanding the world, and “… none of these worldviews provides the 

‘correct’ or ‘best’ frame of reference. They simply suggest different forms of understanding, 

inquiry and theory.” (Lyddon, 1989b, p. 446). Together they extend our understanding of the 

“complexities of human experience” (Mahoney & Lyddon, 1988, p. 223). Our findings in 

general exemplify how the rationalist-constructivist contrast would extend our knowledge when 

employed together and it encourages researchers to make use of such epistemological contrasts 

sensibly.  

The present study also contributes to the literature through opening up a fertile area of 

research to investigate various dimensions of therapists’ epistemic change processes. To begin 

with; future research can extend our understanding by studying impacts and/or correlates of 

therapists’ changing epistemologies. As this study is focused on the association between 

epistemological, theoretical and stylistic change experiences; future studies can explore how 

change in epistemological commitments is associated with change in other sets of professional 

characteristics. Therapists’ epistemic commitments were not only associated with their 

professional qualities but also with certain personal qualities such as self-exploration, openness 

and tolerance (Neimeyer & Aksoy, 2005). Future research can also investigate how therapists’ 
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epistemic journey interacts with their personal qualities which may also be moderating and/or 

mediating the ways in which epistemic and professional journeys interact.  

Most importantly, future studies can investigate further implications of the link between 

therapists’ epistemic journey and their professional experiences. Kramen-Kahn and Hansen 

(1998) suggested that therapists perceived their change processes among the rewards of their 

work. The current study can also be continued by exploring how these changes in therapists’ 

epistemic, theoretical and stylistic commitments translate to therapists satisfaction, and perhaps, 

effectiveness of their work. Future research can investigate how epistemic and professional 

changes of therapists are perceived by their clients and facilitated their change processes.  

This study also partially validated the expectations that therapists’ career development 

processes play a significant role in their epistemic journey. It is known that therapists’ personal 

and professional lives are impacted by their conducting psychotherapy in multiple and complex 

ways. Yet, more research is needed to understand the underlying dynamics of therapists’ 

epistemic journeys. Future research can also explore which individual processes facilitated 

therapists’ epistemic and professional change. Narrations of certain psychotherapists (such as 

Goldfried, 2001a) highlighted why therapists change and what aspects of their personal life and 

career have impacted their developmental process. Studies can investigate if therapists’ epistemic 

journey interacts with such personal accounts for reasons of change.   

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the present study examined the perceived epistemic changes of 

psychotherapists, the impact of cohort on these change processes and the ways in which such 

processes relate to therapists’ professional standings in theoretical orientation and style of 

conducting psychotherapy. Results of the study suggested that therapists perceive that they have 
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changed in their epistemic, theoretical and stylistic commitments across their professional 

journey. Therapists reported that they have become increasingly constructivist and decreasingly 

rationalist in their epistemic commitment, increasingly pluralist in their theoretical commitment 

and increasingly expressive, spontaneous, and attentive to a broad spectrum of information in 

their therapeutic styles. Results of the study also suggested that cohort effects did not account for 

the levels of therapists’ initial epistemic commitments or epistemic change experiences. 

Moreover, results of the study revealed that therapists’ increasing commitment to constructivist 

epistemologies and decreasing commitment to rationalist epistemology together were perceived 

to be associated with their current theoretical and stylistic commitments. Epistemological change 

processes predicted where therapists have reached in their theoretical and stylistic commitments 

even after accounting for their initial commitments. 

The current study is a significant contribution to the field given that it was the first study 

empirically investigating the epistemic change processes of therapists. It extended the developing 

literature on epistemology as a factor relating to psychotherapists’ professional change. 

Additional and ideally, longitudinal work is needed to clarify the nature and correlates of 

therapists’ epistemic journeys. It also opens up a fertile area of research to extend our 

understanding of practitioners’ epistemic change processes, which may increase our 

effectiveness in dealing with the changes that our profession generates. 
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APPENDIX A 
THERAPIST ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE-SHORT FORM (TAQ-SF) 

Please rate the following items along the following 5-point scale. In considering yourself 
“NOW”, we are interested in how you currently view yourself and your professional practice 
today. In considering yourself “THEN”, we are interested in how you view yourself when you 
first started practicing following the completion of your graduate training. 

 
1   2    3       4       5  

     Strongly     Moderately      Neither agree  Moderately  Strongly  
     disagree        disagree        nor disagree  agree   agree 

  

 NOW  THEN 

1. Reality is singular, stable and external to human experience. 1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

2. Knowledge is determined to be valid by logic and reason.  1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

3. Learning involves the contiguous or contingent chaining of 
discrete events.  1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

4. Mental representations of reality involve accurate, explicit 
and extensive copies of the external world, which are encoded 
in memory.  

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

5. It is best for psychotherapists to focus treatment on clients’ 
current problems and the elimination or control of these 
problems.  

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

6. Disturbed affect comes from irrational, invalid, distorted 
or/and unrealistic thinking.  1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

7. Clients’ resistance to change reflects a lack of motivation, 
ambivalence or motivated avoidance and such resistance to 
change is an impediment to therapy, which the psychotherapist 
works to overcome.  

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

8. Reality is relative. Realities reflect individual or collective 
constructions of order to one’s experiences.  1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

9. Learning involves the refinement and transformation 
(assimilation and accommodation) of mental representation.  1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

10. Cognition, behavior and affect are interdependent 
expressions of holistic systemic processes. The three are 
functionally and structurally inseparable.  

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 
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11. Intense emotions have a disorganizing effect on behavior. 
This disorganization may be functional in that it initiates a 
reorganization so that more viable adaptive constructions can 
be formed to meet the environmental demands.  

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

12. Psychotherapists should encourage emotional experience, 
expression, and exploration.  1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

13. Clinical problems are current or recurrent discrepancies 
between our external environmental challenges and internal 
adaptive capacities. Problems can become powerful 
opportunities for learning.  

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

14. Awareness or insight is one of many strategies for 
improvement, however, emotional and/or behavioral 
enactments are also very important.  

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

15. Therapists’ relationship with clients is best conceptualized 
as a professional helping relationship, which entails the service 
and delivery of technical, instructional information or 
guidance.  

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

16. Psychotherapists’ relationship with clients can best be 
conceptualized as a unique social exchange, which provides 
the clients a safe supportive context to explore and develop 
relationships with themselves and the world. 

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 
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APPENDIX B 
THEORETICAL ORIENTATION RATINGS 

Directions: Below you will find a list of theoretical orientations. You can list a variety of 
orientations. Please rate yourself along the provided scale identifying the extent to which the 
given theoretical orientation is and was a part of your clinical practice. In considering yourself 
“NOW”, we are interested in how you currently view yourself and your professional practice 
today. In considering yourself “THEN”, we are interested in how you view yourself when you 
first started practicing following the completion of your graduate training. 
 
Not a Part   1    2    3    4    5       A Significant Part 
of My Therapy            of My Therapy 
 

  NOW  THEN 

1 Cognitive  1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

2 Behavioral 1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

3 Humanistic – Existential 
– Gestalt 

1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

4 Narrative/constructivist 1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

5 Systemic – Family 1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

6 Psychodynamic 1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

7 Feminist – Multicultural 1   2   3   4   5  1   2   3   4   5 

8 If you would have to 
choose only one 
theoretical orientation as 
your main base, which 
one would that be? 

Drop Down Menu Saying 
Please Select 

1. Cognitive 
2. Behavioral 
3. Humanistic – 

Existential – Gestalt 
4. Narrative/constructivist 
5. Systemic – Family 
6. Psychodynamic 
7. Feminist – Multicultural 
8. Integrationist 

 Drop Down Menu Saying 
Please Select 

1. Cognitive 
2. Behavioral 
3. Humanistic – 

Existential – Gestalt 
4. Narrative/constructivist 
5. Systemic – Family 
6. Psychodynamic 
7. Feminist – Multicultural 
8. Integrationist 

9 When you consider your therapeutic orientation across 
time, to what extent do you see that orientation has having 
remained the same, or changed? 

Same   1    2    3   4    5  Changed 
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APPENDIX C 
PERSONAL STYLE OF THE THERAPIST (PST-Q) 

 
Directions: Please rate the following items along the following 7-point scale. In considering 
yourself “NOW”, we are interested in how you currently view yourself and your professional 
practice today. In considering yourself “THEN”, we are interested in how you view yourself 
when you first started practicing following the completion of your graduate training. 
 
Total Disagreement  1 2 3 4 5 6 7        Total Agreement 

 
‘1’ represents total disagreement with the statement and ‘7’ means total agreement. 
 
 NOW  THEN 

1. I tend to be open-minded and receptive in listening rather 
than narrow-minded and restrictive. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

2. I try to get patients to adjust to the regular format of my 
work. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

3. As a therapist I prefer to indicate to patients what they 
should do in each session. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

4. I keep a low profile of involvement with patients in order to 
be more objective. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

5. I find changes in the setting quite exciting. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

6. The emotions the patient arouses in me are key to the course 
of the treatment. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

7. I’m more inclined to accompany the patient in exploring 
than to point out the steps to follow. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

8. I avoid communicating through gestures or deeply emotional 
expressions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

9. I tend to demand strict compliance with schedules. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

10. I place little value on planned treatments. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

11. Expressing emotions is a powerful tool leading to changes. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

12. Many important changes that occur during treatment require 
the therapist to respond without expressing much emotion. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

13. I don’t think about patients outside sessions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

14. Changing offices has a negative impact on treatment. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

15. Real changes take place during highly emotional sessions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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16. I believe I am a therapist with a flexible setting. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

17. I find it useful to reveal something personal about myself 
during sessions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

18. I like to feel surprised by what each patient brings to the 
session without having preconceived notions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

19. I often attend patients outside the office. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

20. The best intervention in a treatment occurs spontaneously. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

21. Whatever happens to my patients has little influence on my 
own life. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

22. My intervention is mostly directive. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

23. I think quite a lot about my job even in my spare time. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

24. I avoid revealing my emotions to my patients. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

25. I can plan an entire treatment from the very outset. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

26. Keeping emotional distance from patients favors change. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

27. I never change how long a session lasts, unless absolutely 
necessary. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

28. If something bothers me during a session I can express it. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

29. Emotional closeness with patients is essential to bring about 
therapeutic change. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

30. I prefer to know in advance what things I should pay 
attention to in sessions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

31. I prefer treatments where everything is programmed. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

32. I like working with patients who have clearly focused 
problems. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

33. I can give my entire attention to everything that takes place 
during sessions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

34. I think about patients’ problems even after sessions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

35. I’m quite flexible with schedules. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

36. Right from the beginning of the session I allow my attention to 
float. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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APPENDIX D 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Please tell us a little about yourself. This information will be used only to describe the sample as 
a group.  
 

1. Gender: Male     Female 

2. Age: 

3. Ethnic background: White/Caucasian, Black/African-American, Hispanic/Latino/a - 
Black, Hispanic/Latino/a - White, Asian-American-Pacific Islander, American Indian 
/Native-American, Multi-racial, Other __________ 

4. Name of your highest degree: BA/BS, MA/MS, MSW, PsyD, PhD, EdD, 
Other__________ 

5. Years of college and higher education in total: 

6. The year you obtained your highest degree: 

7. Total number of years you spent engaging in clinical practice: 

8. Specialty area: Psychologist, Mental Health Counselor, Marriage and Family therapist, 
Social worker, Psychiatrist, Other ___________.  

9. Primary job responsibility: Practice/Clinical work, Research, Academic, Administrative, 
Other ___________  

10. Primary employment setting: Private practice, University academic department, 
University service delivery department, Hospital, Mental health care, School setting, 
Research setting, Community Center, Other _____________  

11. Number of clients you see weekly on average. Please count each group you work with as 
1 client. 

12. Country you live in: Drop Down Menu: List of Countries 
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